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SUMMARY
This report describes various interpolation techniques for three types
of nonanalytic functions: univariate, bivariate, and map. These interpola-
tion techniques are then implemented in scaled-fraction arithmetic on a
representative 16-bit microprocessor. This work was done on an Intel 8086;
however, the programs can be modified for use with any 16-bit microprocessor.i
A Fortran program is described that facilitates the scaling, documentation,
and organization of data for use by these routines. Listings of all these
programs are included in an appendix to the report.
INTRODUCTION
As microprocessors become more sophisticated, they will be used in in-
creasingly complex applications. Specifically, advanced third-generation
microprocessors such as the Zilog 8000, the Motorola 68000, and the Intel
8086 look more like minicomputers than like the programmable digital con-
trollers that were characteristic of their predecessors. Therefore these
third-generation microprocessors will be called on to control and simulate
systems that require increasingly complex calculations in less and less time.
One common type of calculation that is required in the simulation and control
of a system such as a gas turbine engine is high-speed nonanalytic function
generation. A nonanalytic function is taken here to mean any function of one
or two variables that can be described by a table of values.
This function generation is accomplished by a program that can inter-
polate univariate, bivariate, and map functions rapidly enough to provide
stable operation of the system. In many cases the generation of nonanalytic
functions must be done as fast as possible. The current third-generation
microprocessors can do this most economically by using assembly language and
scaled-fraction arithmetic. Although the time required to write and debug
these assembly language programs is somewhat greater than that required for
. high-level language programs, the resulting programs will be faster. In
addition, if their calling sequences are general enough, they can be used
in other applications, even those including high-level languages. The draw-
back of using scaled-fraction arithmetic can be overcome very easily by using
a Fortran program to scale data. The program can accept the function data in
engineering unit form, scale the data, and output them to a file that can be
directly assembled by an assembler. By processing data in this automatic
manner manual transcription and scaling errors can be virtually eliminated.
2This report describes three general function types: univariate, bivari-
ate, and map. It then characterizes the interpolation techniques for each
type of function. These interpolation techniques are similar to the techni-
ques discussed in reference i. Next, assembly language routines for function
generation, which were written for the Intel 8086, are examined. Although the
routines are specific to this 16-bit microprocessor, it is merely used as a
demonstration vehicle. The ideas and concepts can be applied to any micro-
processor with a 16-bit architecture and fixed-point-hardware, multiply-and-
divide capability. Finally, the Fortran program that takes data in engineer-
ing units and converts them to scaled-fraction form is described. Listings
of all these programs are included in the appendix.
DESCRIPTION OF NONANALYTIC FUNCTION TYPES
There are three basic types of functions that are considered in advanced
microprocessor applications: Univariate, bivariate, and map. Descriptions of
each function And their various interpolation techniques follow.
Univariate Function
A univariate function is the simplest type of nonlinear relationship.
Figure 1 shows an example of a univariate function. It merely consists of a
set of output values y, corresponding to a set of input values x. The com-
putation of an intermediate y value corresponding to a particular x is done
simply by using the linear interpolation equation
Yv = (YH - YL) + YL (I)
where the definitions of the x's and y's are shown in figure i. This
simple interpolation equation can be implemented in one of two ways. First,
one can store a set of scaled x and y points and compute equation (i)
directly. Second, one can rewrite equation (i) in the following form:
YV = m(xv) + b (2)
where
m = YQXHH- Y_LLL)
and
b = y intercept
In other words, for each function segment that is defined by two breakpoints,
a linear equation can be written. The slope of the segment is computed in a
straightforward manner, and the y intercept is the point where the extension
of the segment under consideration would intersect the y axis. Once the m's
and b's are computed off line, they are stored along with the x's and then
used with equation (2) to generate the function. For simplicity of reference
the first method is called FUN1 and the second NEFG.
FUNI has the advantages of being straightforward, being easy to scale,
and using a smaller amount of memory storage than NEFG. NEFG has the advan-
tage of being faster because the divide operation necessary to compute the
slope has been eliminated. However, NEFG does require considerably more
storage per function and more off-line computation to determine the correct
m's and b's. The tedium of this computation can be eliminated by using
the Fortran program described later, in the section FORTRAN DATA PROCESSING.
Bivariate Function
An example of a specialized bivariate function is presented in figure 2.
In this nonlinear function the output value y is dependent on two inputs,
x and z. The curves, each of which has a particular value of z, have the
same number of breakpoints. However, breakpoints occur at the same values of
x. This simplifies the interpolation of this bivariate function. Therefore
one only needs to perform a FUNI type of univariate function routine on each
of the z curves in order to find new y values for the input x and then
to interpolate the two y values by using the z input. This procedure can
be summarized by the following equations and reference to figure 3:
YV = f(xv,Zv)
YL = (YB - YA) + YA (3)
YH = (YD - YC) + YC (4)
zV - ZL)YV = _H _LL (YH - YL ) + YL (5)
where all the x's, y's, and z's are defined in figure 3. These equations
can be manipulated in a straightforward manner to produce the output of the
specialized bivariate function. Implementation of this method is called
FUN2. A method could be devised that uses an NEFG interpolation technique
to generate YL and YH" However, the scaling and storage requirements
become quite cumbersome. This negates the time advantage gained by elimin-
ating the divide operation required in equations (3) and (4).
Map Function
An example of a map function is shown in figure 4. These functions are
similar to the bivariate ones because they have the same number of points for
every z curve. However, in map functions each curve can have a unique set
of x and y breakpoints. Because of this, one cannot use the simple inter-
polation technique that worked for the bivariate function; that is, since the
x-coordinate did not change from curve to curve, one only had to compute two
new y values and interpolate on z° However, for a map function, one must
4compute the position that a curve would have if it had the desired value of z.
This is done by implementing the following series of five equations with ref"
erence to figure 5:
YV = f(Xv'Zv)
( zV- zL )XF = XC + -_H Z L (XB - xC) (6)
zV - zL
xG xD + (xE - xD) (7)
Zv- ZL)YF = YC + _H ZLL (YB - YC ) (8)
(vz,)YG " YD + _ TLL (YE - YD) (9)
xV - XF)YV = YF + XGG XFF (YG - YF ) (i0)
where all the x's, y's, and z's are as defined in figure 5. These equa-
tions can then be implemented directly. This interpolation technique is
referred to as FUN3.
DESCRIPTION OF ROUTINE IMPLEMENTATION
The assembly language implementation of the four interpolation tech-
•niques is done in a straightforward manner. These routines can be called
either from an assembly language program or from a high-level language
program written in Intel's PL/M-86 (refs. 2 and 3). In the former case,
parameters are passed back and forth by using registers. In the latter, •
parameters are passed to the routine on the stack and returned to the call-
ing program by the AX register (the accumulator). These routines were
written for the Intel 8086 implementations, which use up to 64K of memory.
Some changes would be necessary if the programs are to be used in the full
1-megabyte memory environment. Complete listings of the programs aregiven
in the appendix and individual details are covered below.
Univariate Functions (FUNI)
The FUN1 routine is the implementation of the first method of univariate
function lookup. • Several features of the program are worth mentioning. The
first feature is the format used to store the data, an example of which is
shown in figure 6. By having minus and plus full scale at each end of the
data there is no need to selectively limit the x input. However, a maximum
check is made to make sure the input x value is not equal to 32767 and,
if it is, to decrease the value by i bit. This prevents the routine from
getting lost looking for a value that is greater than or equal to 32767.
(See FUNI label point in program listing.)
The second feature is that the routine has three entry points: PFUNI,
FUN1, and FUNIA. PFUNI is used to pass parameters by using the stack. This
is the method that would be used from a call by a PL/M-86 program. FUNI is
used when parameters are passed through the registers, as would be done in
an assembly language call. FUNIA should be used as an entry point to look
up another function that has the same x breakpoints but different y break-
, points (as shown by the example format of fig. 7), and the x input values
for both the functions are the same. With the FUNIA call the next function
can be looked up by using the index values and slope factors that have already
been passed to, or computed by, the program. This is useful because, once one
computes the interpolation factor of equation (i), much of the computation is
done.
The third feature is that this routine passes a new table pointer to the
calling program along with the interpolated value. By passing a new table
pointer to the calling program, on the next call of this particular function
the FUNI program will not have to search from the beginning of the table for
the upper and lower bound of the interpolation. This makes the overall inter-
polation time less since the present interpolation interval will probably be
within the same interval or one interval away from the last interpolation
interval. The passing of a table's x index value is done indirectly from
within the routine. This is the violation of the PL/M-86 compiler's block
structure rules governing the change of formal calling parameters by an
external procedure (ref. 3). However, if one is aware that this updating is
being done, it should pose no particular problem, and a good deal of computa-
tion time will be saved.
Finally, shifts are made in the program at strategic places to assure
thatwhen dealing with fixed-point numbers no overflows will occur and produce
erroneous results. This can happen in two different cases. First, if the
most significant half of the dividend is greater than, or equal to, half the
divisor, an overflow will occur. Second, if two adjacent x breakpoints are
present that have an absolute distance greater than 32767 (i.e., -18000 and
17000), a subtract overflow will occur. The first overflow problem can be
eliminated by right-arithmetic shifting the dividend an appropriate number
of places before the divide. The second can be eliminated by noting that the
interpolation factor must always be positive. Therefore, if the interpola-
tion factor is computed by using an unsigned divide, subtract overflows make
no difference.
Univariate Functions (NEFG)
The other univariate function routine, NEFG, has many of the same fea-
tures as the FUNI routine. It has a calling sequence for a PL/M-86 transfer,
PNEFG, and one for an assembly language transfer, NEFG. In addition, it has
the capability to pass back the table index value that points to the current
interpolation interval in much the same manner as FUNI. Like the index in
FUNI, this provides for speedup the next time the function is called.
6The data storage method in this routine, however, is quite different
from that in FUN1. Figure 8 presents an example of the _EFG data storage
format. The x and y values are single precision. However, the b
values are double precision and therefore take up two word locations. The
reason for the double-precision storage can be seen from the scaling that
must be done:
y (A) = m(D) x (F)+ b (--Ac) (ii) ,
where (A/C), (D/E), and (F/G) are the scale factors of the respective vari-
ables. Reflecting on this relationship, since
-32768 _< y (A)_< 32767 for all y (12)
-32768 _< x IF )_< 32767 for all x (13)
then
-32768 _< m(D)_ < 32767 for all m (14)
-32768 _< b (A)_ < 32767 for all b (15)
must be true. However, it cannot always be guaranteed that conditions (14)
and (15) can be met. Therefore the scale factors must be adjusted by a
factor k:
-32768 ! m ! 32767
-32768 b g _
The k factor can be made anything, but making it a power of 2 allows simple
shifting to implement it. The exact calculation sequence for computing the
k's for each function is described in the section Scaling Section; but if
the sequence yields a k other than i, the final answer must be left-shifted
that many times outside the routine. This will not yield an overflow since
by definition the final answer y must lie between -32768 and 32767. There-
fore it is necessary to make the b values double precision because sometimes
the number of shifts becomes as large as five or six. Making this many shifts
in single precision could cause an intolerable reduction in accuracy. In an
assembly language call the required double-word left shifts can be implemented
directly in the calling program. For a PL/M-86 call subroutine SHFT is pro-
vided to do the shifts the appropriate number of times. A listing of this
routine is given in the appendix. Finally, note that there is no economy
associated with computing two functions in the piggyback style of FUN1 and
FUNIA. This is because of the complexity involved in computing the new m
and b entry points.
Bivariate Function (FUN2)
The FUN2 routine is a straightforward implementation of equations (3)
to (5). This routine, llke FUNI, has three entry points - FUN2, PFUN2, and
FUN2A. The PFUN2 call uses the stack to pass all calling parameters. How-
ever, the FUN2 call uses the registers and the stack to pass parameters and
thereby reduce calling overhead. Since the routine uses two FUNI lookups,
f it implements logical shifts and unsigned divides in the same critical places
as FUN1 to avoid overflow problems. Figure 9 presents an example of the FUN2
data storage format. In this format each row of y's corresponds to the
respective x's at a particular z. The first and last rows of y data are
the same as the row that follows or precedes them, respectively. This allows
implicit limiting of the z input in the same manner as the x input. The
routine also employs both an x and z index value that is passed to the
calling program. These index values allow the routine to be close to the area
where the function interpolation will take place on the next call. Finally, a
FUN2A call sequence is provided, which allows the computation of a new y if
the input x and z values, and hence the interpolation factors, are the
same as those for the previous curve.
Map Function (FUN3)
The FUN3 routine, like FUN2, is a straightforward implementation of equa-
tions (6) to (i0). This routine, also like FUN2, has two entry points, PFUN3
and FUN3, for various parameter passing options. However, it passes back only
the interpolated output and the z index pointer. Since the x index pointer
could be different depending on the two z curve values used in the interpola-
tion, it was decided that passing two pointers back to the calling program
would be too cumbersome for any advantage it might provide.
An example of the data format for FUN3 is shown in figure I0. The data
in this figure describe a map that has four z curves with three (x,y) break-
points for each curve. Note that in this data storage format the curves are
limited in the x direction by putting in the x value maximum and minimum
limits (32767 and -32768). However, for the z values the limits must be
imposed outside the routine. Otherwise, when the z search commences, the
z pointer would be lost if the z value were above or below the maximum or
minimum z boundary point. This technique is used to contain the pointer
since replicating the high and low curves as is done in FUN2 could result in
unpredictable overflows. Finally, since map functions tend to be complex and
difficult to handle, most of the time one would want to start computing from
the beginning. Therefore no provision has been made for an entry point that
uses interpolation factors already computed (i.e., FUNIA or FUN2A).
FORTRAN DATA PROCESSING
The use of Fortran programs to process the data needed for the function
generation routines makes that job much easier and quicker. Three programs
are used to limit, scale, and format the data. They are a main (or calling)
program, a scaling routine, and an output routine. Since the scaling and
output routines are general routines, any user-written main program contain-
ing data in engineering units can call them. The data for one curve are
passed to the scaling routine for each call. In the scaling routine the data
and user options (other calling arguments) are analyzed, _td the data are
scaled and then output in both self-documenting tabular and Intel 8086 assem-
blable form. Even though the second output format was written for the Intel
8086, by changing a few format statements the user can easily adapt this output
to any microprocessor, thus enhancing the flexibility of the routine.
The user can choose several options. Curves can have "flats" added (where •
x values of -32768 and/or 32767 are added and y values from the low or high
end, respectively, are duplicated), or they can be extrapolated on either or
both ends. The type of function routine (NEFG, FUN1, FUNIA, FUN2, or FUN3)
that a curve represents can be specified. Also, the relocatable or absolute
format for assembly code generation can now be chosen.
Main Program Data Format
The main program, as mentioned, contains the curve data and calls to the
scaling routine INTSCL. The data are arranged in separate arrays by curve and
contain seven pieces of information (fig. ii). These are (in order) x border
specification (XB), x breakpoint specification (XBRKP), the number of x's
per z curve, the number of z curves, x values, z values (if any), and y
values. The x border specification indicates whether flats are to be added
or the curve extrapolated: 0.0 for flats on both ends of the curve and no
extrapolation, 1.0 for a flat on the low end and extrapolation of the high end,
2.0 for a flat on the high end and extrapolation of the low end, and 3.0 for
no flats but extrapolation of both ends. The x breakpoint specification can
have two values: 0.0 if the x breakpoint is the same for every z curve
(i.e., NEFG, FUN1, and FUN2 functions) or 1.0 if the breakpoints are different
(FUN3 function). The number of x's per z curve is specified by a real
number, as is the number of z curves. In the latter parameter provision is
made for either 0.0 or 1.0 to represent one z curve.
For NEFG and FUN1 curves the x, y, and z values are in a condensed
format. The x values are listed and then the corresponding y values. No
z values are required for the univariate function. A specific example of the
data input format of figure ii for a univariate curve with three points and a
flat on each end is shown in figure 12. The formats for functions FUN2 and
FUN3 are a little more complex. For FUN2, x values are as before listed
first. Next the z values are listed and then the y's. However, the first
row of y's corresponds to the first y value for each z curve. For FUN3
this same pattern is followed for z and y. The x's in this case are
listed in the same manner as the y's. Figures 13 and 14 represent FUN2 and
FUN3 data input formats for three z values and four x Values. In these
figures the first subscripts correspond to the x values and the second to
the z values.
Calling Sequence
Referring to the Fortran listing, data array INFO is the first parameter
in the call to the scaling program. The other parameters, listed in order by
their variable names, in the INTSCL subroutine are TITLE, XNUM, XDNOM, YNUM,
YDNOM, ZNUM, ZDNOM, FUNC, FRMT, and ORG. TITLE, the eight-character title
of the curve, is formulated in the main program. XNUM and XDNOM, the numera-
tor and denominator of the scale factor for the x values, are specified as
if machine units were being converted to engineering units. That is, XNUM =
150.0 and XDNOM = 32000.0 will give the correct scale factor (213.333) for the
conversion of -153.600 engineering units into -32768 machine units. YNUM,
YDNOM and ANUM, ZDNOM, the y and z scaling factors, respectively, are sim-
ilarly specified. FUNC indicates which function routine the data array belongs
to: 0 for NEFG, 1 for FUN1, ii for FUNIA, 2 for FUN2, and 3 for FUN3. FRMT
indicates the format of the assemblable output dataset. A zero represents a
relocatable format and a i, an absolute format. If 1 is specified, a value
for the parameter ORG must also be specified, where ORG is the hexadecimal
starting address of the data.
Scaling Subroutine INTSCL
When control is passed from the main program to the subroutine INTSCL,
the actual scaling computation begins. Here the options specified by the
user in the calling sequence are analyzed, data are scaled, and scaled data
are output in two forms. The routine can be examined by looking at the parts
of the program that perform the three main functions (analysis, scaling, and
output) as three discrete sections. A functional flowchart of this program
is shown in figure 15.
Analysis of Calling Parameters
The first of these program sections, the analysis section, begins by
forming the data name arrays used on output. It then breaks the input data
array into its several components and rearranges the x and y data. This
rearrangement is done so that the type of curve being processed does not
affect the routine's treatment of the data. Finally, flats are added and
extrapolations performed as necessary. (For FUN2 only, z automatically has
flats added to limit the z curve values.)
Scaling Section
In the scaling section, scale factors are computed and z, x, and y
values scaled. The unscaled values are saved for later use in calculation
and output, and all scaled values are checked against the minimum and maximum
values of -32768 and 32767. No attempt is made to adjust the scale factors,
but out-of-range values are set to either -32768 or 32767 and the appropriate
warning message is written to notify the user.
The slope m and the y-intercept b values for NEFG are also calculated
and scaled in this section. The maximum and minimum scaled values for both m
and b are tested against the minimum and maximum of -32768 and 32767, but
here an attempt is made to adjust the calculated scale factors by shifting and
retesting. Thus the shift factor k mentioned in conjunction with the NEFG
routine itself is produced. If right-shifting the original values by eight
(dividing by 256) still does not bring the values into range, the attempt is
i0
considered complete and a warning message is written to the user. Next, b
values are separated into their most significant bits (MSB_ and least signif-
icant bits (LSB) by taking their integer and fractional portions and scaling
them separately. The integer part multiplied by the b scale factor is con-
sidered the most significant portion, and the fractional part multiplied by
65536 is considered the least significant portion.
t
Output Section
The output portion of the program writes the data out in two different
formats. The first, self-documenting, format is a series of tables that
include the curve type and name; any warning messages; scaling factors (both
computed values and components); and x, y, m, and b values in both engineer-
ing units and machine units. Examples of FUN1 and NEFG tables are shown in
figure 16. In figure 17 only the first page of the FUN2 and FUN3 tables is
given. These require an additional page for each z value. These tables
give at a glance all the information necessary to characterize a curve and to
provide documentation for permanent storage.
The second format, shown in figure 18, is the scaled-data output in either
relocatable or absolute format. (The absolute format differs from the relocat-
able format only in that an ORG statement with the specified hexadecimal address
is the first line output for a curve.) The data name - consisting of an x, y,
z, m, or b followed by the first six characters of the curve name (five
for FUNIA curves) and a blank - is written on the first line, along with a "DW"
and corresponding data. The next line written has a "DW" followed by more data,
a format that is repeated until the data for that array are exhausted. The data
output for each of the curves is written to the dataset in the particular
formats discussed earlier.
Subroutine WRTDTA
Subroutine WRTDTA is called to write all the x and y arrays for the
Intel 8086 assemblable format. Its calling sequence has £ive parameters:
FUNARY, XPTS, DNAME, FNTN, and ZPTS. FUNARY is the array of scaled data to
be written, XPTS the number of x points in the curve, and DNAME the data
name associated with the array. FNTN is the parameter that differentiates
function types (0 indicates NEFG, FUN1, or FUNIA; 1 indicates FUN2 or FUN3)
and is used primarily as a check for the number of z points, specified by
ZPTS.
Special-Purpose Routine
One other routine is called from both the main program and INTSCL. This
routine, F4MVC, is a character manipulation routine resident on the IBM 360.
Its calling sequence parameters are SSTRNG, LI, DSTRNG, L2, and NBYTES. SSTRNG
is the source string, L1 the index of the first byte to be copied, DSTRNG the
destination string, L2 the first byte to be replaced, and NBYTE the number of
bytes to be copied. This routine simply moves characters, byte by byte, from




This report has described several common nonanalytic function types and
interpolation techniques that can be used on them. In addition, a fixed-point
arithmetic, assembly language implementation of the routines was demonstrated
by using the Intel 8086 microprocessor. The fixed-point arithmetic was used
for the speed and hardware minimization it currently provides. Furthermore
the routines were written in such a way as to provide high-speed lookup while
freeing the user from being concerned by scaling overflows. Although these
routines were written for the Intel 8086, the overflow and scaling techniques
. are general enough concepts to be used with any 16-bit microprocessor. Fin-
ally, a Fortran program was discussed that can be used in conjunction with
these assembly language routines. This program can take data that are cur-
rently in a simulation deck or any engineering unit form and scale them into
the proper integer values that can be used by the microprocessor. The program
then scales all the necessary function data and outputs them to a dataset that
can be processed by the assembler. In addition, the program outputs listings
to document all the scaled data. Therefore by using these routines one can
realize error-free translation of function curves from engineering unit data
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APPENDIX - NONANALYTIC FUNCTION GENERATION ROUTINES
AND FORTRAN SCALING PROGRAM
FUN1 3 SEF'T80 PAGE !









8 ; SIREGISTERC:ONTAINST!E NUMBEROF
'? ; POINTSINTHETAF:LE
I(_ ; BXREGISTERCONTAIN:-:THEX TABLEBASEADDRE'SS
11 ; DIREGISTERCONTAIN:-;THE_ TABLEINDEXVALUEADDRESS





_ . _ -' l-i_,_-.,,__17 ; FORFU'qlAz-:ALLDnr!nTDESTRnYF:X,BP,SI,DIF,E.....TER,
18 ;




23 • THEX TABLEINDEXLOC_TIONIS;A.T.-MATICALIY IIFi;'Q&EDE:Y







30 ; RSLT= F'FLINI(X,XBS,XINDX,NOPTS)
"-"') I-iL._F-. . -...,., ," X=V"'"_OFFIINCTION
33 ; XBS=X TABLEBASEADDRESS















"Y" "r_"r=-_PUBLI" "COEE"49 L.LL_E.:., b,o.]T .....
, / -0£ ¢"AH50 : PROGRAMENTRYIF ENTEREDBYFL,ti .... ,.._L_.R ]UTIPE.
25
MF:_:;-86MACROASSEMBLER FUNI 3 SEPT80 PAGE 2
LOC OBJ LINE SOURCE
51
00005A 52 PFUNI:POPDX _ TEMPSAVEOPPC
00015E 53 POP SI : NUMBEROF POINTSINTABLE
00025F 54 POP DI ; ADDRESSOFTABLEINDEX
O00S5B 55 POP BX ; X TABLE_SE LOCATION
000458 56 POP AX : X TABLEVALUETOBELOOK-UP




00068B15 63 FUNI:MOV DX,[DI] ; MOVEACTUALINDEXVALUETO DX
O0_B87D7 64 XCHGDX,DI ; EXCHANGETOENABLEINDEXING
65 ;
66 ; BEGINCOMPARISONFTABLEVALUES
O00A3DFF7F 67 CMP AX,32767; CHECKIFX VALUE QUALTOPLUSFULL_ALE
O00D75K_1 68 ,_IZ CFUN ; JUMPTOR_JTINETOSTARTCHECKING
O00F48 69 DEC AX ; DECREMENTX VALUE--MAKEIT=32766
00103801 70 CFL_J:CMP AX,[BX+DI]; COMPAREVALUEINAXWITHTABLELOC_TION
7! _ POINTEDTOBYBXREGISTER
00127D09 72 JGE ILOP ; JUMPTOINTERPOLATIONR UTINE
73 ; DECREMENTLOOP
0014?.?_F02 74 DLOP:SUB DI,2 ; SLIBTRACT2 FROMTABLEPOINTER
00173B01 75 CMP AX,[BX+DI]; COMPAREAXREGISTERVALUETOTABLELC_ATION
00197DOC 76 JGE INTA ; JUMPTOINTERF'OLATIONROUTINE
O01BEBF7 77 JMP DLOP _ JUMPTODECREMENTLOOP
78 ; INCidENTLOOP
001D83C702 79 ILOP:ADD DI,2 ; ADD2 TO TABLEPOINTER
00203B01 80 CMP AX,[BX+DI] ; CC_PAREAXREGISTERVALUETOTABLELOCATION
00227DF9 81 JGE ILOP ; JUMPTOINC_REMENTLOOP
0024EB0490 ,.LR_ JMP INTR ; JUMPTO INTERPCtATIONR UTINE
83 ;
84 ; INTERPCtATIONL OP
85 ; DICONTAINSADDRESSOFTHEX LOWERLIMITVALUE
86 ; BXC_NTAINSADDRESSOFTHEX UPPERLIMITVALUE
87 ; BPISTHETEMPORARYSAVEREGISTERFORTHEINTERPOLATIONFACTOR
002783C702 89 INTA:ADD DI,2 ;ADD2 TOTABLEPOINTERFOREB.IALIZATION
90 ; IFCOMMINGFROMDECREMENTLOOP
O02A87D7 91 INTR:XC_G DX,DI ;MOVEINDEXANDPOINTERFORWRITINGOUT
002C8915 92 MOV [DI],DX; UPDATEINDEXVALUEOUTSIDELOOP
OOE OSDA 93 ADD BX,DX ; ADDIN[_XANDB_ POINTER
00308BFB 94 MOV DI,BX ; MOVEUPPERLIMITPOINTERTODIREGISTER
00328BDO 95 MOV DX,AX ; S_VELOOK-UPVALUEINDXREGISTER
003483EF02 96 SUB DI,2 ; DECREMENTDIANDMAK_LOWERLIMITPOINTER
00378B07 97 MOV AX,[BX] ; MOVEUPPERLIMIT ABLEVALUETOAX
00392B05 98 SUB AX,[DI] ;SUBTRACTLO_ERLIMITVALUE
_3B 8BE8 99 MOV BP,AX ; SAVERESULTINBPREGISER
O03D2B15 100 SUB DX,[DI] ; COMPUTENL_ERATORF INTERPOLATIONFACTOR
r n003FB80000 I01 MOV AX,O ; ..LEAnTHELEASTSIGNIFICANTBITSIN
102 ; DOUBLEPRECISIONACCL_ULATORTO
I03 ;PREPAREF_ DIVIDE
0042DIEA 104 SHR DX,I ; SHIFTRIC#ITI PLACEINDOttLEPRECISION
0044DID8 105 RCR AX,I ; TOAVOIDA DIVIDEOVERFLOWIN_EXTOPERATION
Z6
MCS--?6_AC% ASSEMBLER FUNI 3 SEPT80 PAGE 3
LOC GBJ LINE SOURSE
0046DIE_ I06 SHR DX,I _ SHIFTRIGHTi PLACEINDOUBLEPRECISION
0048DID8 I07 RCR AX,I ; TOAVOIDA DIVIDEOVERFLOWINNEXTOPERATION
O04AFTF5 i08 DIV BP ; DIVINETOCOMPUTEPOSITIVE
l(r;' ; INTERPOLATIONFACTOR
c_04CSBOS 110 MOV CX,AX ; _VE INTERPOLATIONFACTORINCXREGISTER
III





004E8BEF 117 MOV BP,DI ; SAVELO_POINTERINBP
005083C602 118 ADD SI,2 ; ADD2 TONL_BERO_POINTSTOCOMPE_ATE
I19 ; FOR_O POINTSADDEDTODATA
0053DIE6 120 SAL oi,I i MULTIPLYolBY2
0055oBFE I_I _IDV DhSl ; .,_vENO.OFPOINTSINDIREGISTER
00578BO0 122 FUNIA:MOVAX,[BX.SI] ; MOVEtIPPERY BREAKPOINI"TOAX
0059DIF8 128 SAN AX,I : SHIFT OAVOI[SUBTRACTOVERFL_
124 ; PERFORMY INCREMENTSUBRACTION
O05B3EOBI2 125 MOV DX,DS:[B_+SI]; MOVEU_ER Y VALUEINTODXREG.
ODSEDIFA 126 SAR, DX,I ; RIGHTSHIFTI TOAVOIDOVERFLOWIF .
127 ; BREAKPOINTSPREADIS} 32767
00602BC2 I_: SUB AX,DX ; COMPUTEDENC_INATOROR INTERPOLATIONFACTOR
0062FTE9 129 IMULCX _ MULTIPLYBY! INTERPOLATI_IFACTOR
130 ; SHIFTLEFT2 TOC_RECTTHE
131 ; F'REVICKISDIVI_SHIFT
132 ; ANDSUBTRACTSHIFTS
0%_ DIEO 133 S_ AX,I ; DOUBLEPRECISC_[.EFT_IFT TOCORRECT
(,06LDID2 134 RCL DX,I ; FORSUBTRACTOVERFLOW_IFTS
135 ;
0068DIEO 136 SHL AX,! ; DOUBLEPRECISIONLEFTSHIFT OC_RECT
O06ADID2 137 RCL DX,I ; FORDIVI_OVERFLOWPREVENTION_IFT
006CDIEO 138 SHL AX,I _ DOUBLEPRECISIONLEFTSHIFT OCORRECT
006EDID2 139 RCL DX,I ;FORDIVIDEOVE_LOWPREVENTIONSHIFT
00703E0312 140 ADD DX,BS:[BP+SI];ADDY LOW VALUETOCOMPLE_INTERPOLATI_I
007303F7 141 ADD ShBI ; ADD_].OFPOINTSTO INDEXVALUETO BE
142 ; READYFC_FUNIACALL
00758B_ I43 MOV AX,DX ; MOVERESULTOAXREGISTERFORPLIM-$6
I_ ; PROGRAMOUTPUT








CFUN..L NEAR O010HCODE 68 7_
_ROUP.C_OUP CODE 42_43
C:ODE.SEGMENT SIZE=O07_PARAPUBLIC"CODE"42#49 146
DL_, L NEAR O014HCODE 74_77
FUNI. L NEAR O006HCODEPUBLIC4463@
FUNIA L NEAR 0057HCODEPU[:rLIC44 122#
ILOP. L hEAR O01DHCODE 7279#81
INTA. L NEAR 002_ _DE 7689#
INTR. L NEAR O02AHCODE 8291#
PFUNI L NEAR O000HCODEPUBLIC4452#
A-._EMBLYCOI'IPLETE,NO RRORSFOUND
18
pl,,,.-. :?,':;FF'T,:.... P,_,.< 1
:F]:PFI.TH2.0B,.I
:FI:PFUN2,SRC_(%FBATE(.'_-,'SEPT.'-",:,!




, ! lkl", ,k','- ,'k F,I',I I"r T_ IE" "
_;_ : F,..,,-:F,.,_,_TI........ •........ FURA T_F',L[ .am.,T,,n,-.,
_'_C,TA_-E-R _.CPL.'pfITIqT':-"_L,_.r',E'.:.J,-Lq'^
7 .'.
o ; CALLNnSEOUENC_:u .,
,?
,'- A,',p" _ I ",! T h-I0 " .F'USH(!N .:,T,-,_..,.IN THEFC,.LG4._,,.,:,,,.."PnrR',.
11 ; Y .H,,_'^_'.:rLOCATIFI,_I.. IN MEMIIRY
12 ; _LIMF:EROF X F'OINTS
9 l^ E A r,r,r,_r.,-.
14 ; X TA£:LEBASE_I]DRES'?
1_ _ y, "J',l ,r" A'" lip "TAr l-v_,.,: TOREL,_,J,ED IN ,_,L_
. ,r. "'T ,r.,II-, ,' PUTFOLI_O_TN']INR_.GI,:.,EF:,-,.
17 ," ,] INDEY,VALUE ,r-, ,--_.AB,.InE:, :,IN DI REGISTER
C," T C" ,18 ; Z TABLEBASEADDRESS;_; BXR_.u_.,TER
19 ; Z LOOk-UF'VALUEI,_JTHEA_ REGISTER
.--v ; C_LLFI!N2
21 ;
: _T_-" E" ' I_I_'TIIOIt!E'[_
"':' " A_(REU,.,T,.RCONTAINSTIE ................RESIILT
,{..j
Om"
._:,':" ; , LM/,:,,:,' :PL.L.%OI{EPF:E.......
o, ...._ fYEA.....,,PT,,,X,l'J£X,XBASE, z,.._.:,E,Z)
..1,'-,
.-o ,"
,. ,' .-'., f- r'.#. , l T^":"_ " YE',k:E= E:A!-'.;EA_@R ooOF THEv T_P..E[I_,_
.... ,JrT.:,= NO.O"_ X F'OINT.'--';
r.-, _-,-.OF v £_ 1,_-31 ; XINDX= _F,,.Eo.:, THE.., I_'DEX ' '._'-
.,._ ; XB..:,E= BASEADDRESSOF THEX TABLEDATA
"_"_ ; X = X"l.,.,,.!,.,-lfP£ALI_,c
, ,-,_.,.m_.:,=,nF THE Z 1,4,.,_XV_LLE_"f
.:,,., ; _.B,.:,E= BASE OF TAF:LEn^T^_LID_.o¢,THE_ ,,-,d
o_ ; Z = Z IOI'IK-UP£_L!Ir_'""
:37
.".,,:, ;-;.'..]._'_.-;.'}'>'.'..'::&.%._:.'...._,',..-:.'::.-:.';._'>_:,r_,,^r.:_-_..'-.,,';.'_'.'..'.'..'.-..'..'..'..'.-:..'.'.-.'.'.-.'_. . .-.'.. ......'."
o@
40 ,. TOp,,,...X ANDZ T_B,_E_,_,,_,,_.r,cv i F:i':ATIFIN:;.. .... _.£EtlI.IT:'_MATICA!LY I.!PDATED
• A_, TNE-O_'FnO_41 , BY THE ,,,_._,O"I"T_'C,,,,.-,,wD.,, ,. __,,,,-DO NOT FOLI.O_THE PLIM-%
42 : _,-,-L.', : LL.,,:-:TRUCTLIRE
4_'; ;
•_4 .-.,.--,....... ,_ -.,._-,--,-,--,_-,-,- -,,.-. -..-,-.* ,-...... ,,-.,,-..,-{,,,- ...... r.,.,,':.'..-. ..... .,:,:,.'.-,:,'.,.,,'.,
47 ;
i_ t'.T E,r,4:.-': ; #L!. Fr-I':';TPR-':..... ,, EYC_PT HE.,,.:...,_...Opt:lMqyT,RE,..,I,:.,E,,,:,
4';' " AREU:::FDIt.' THE'_" _ ARE _,_=...... _, ._LL.._ND Tucr',mFf'iPcn_"'-TC'rlyCrl
5'3
19
r-.,-. 31MCS-%_ACRO_.:,:.EME,LER FUN2 3 SEPT"o0 PAGE °
LO_:OBJ LINE SOL,ICE
51 ," NLTE_.THEY _H.,_,c,:.AREAS;SlIMEDTO




5A ; FLIN2AC LLNO.-,EU-IE,_CE.
_"?,






















00000100 79 SPC DW I ; STORAGEFORF'ROGRAMCOLINTER
00020100 ..... _oU DW I _ FORSIo.._ , o_ORAGE REGISTER(ZINDEX)
0004OIOn. 81 YPTI DW I ; STORAGEFORY TABLE,,r_r-_T,..,..VALUE
0006" "" 82 ""OI,.Iv DDX DW I ; ._ORAGEFORZ INTERPOLATIONFACTOR






,>' ; ANDGETTHEZ VARI.BLE._FROMTHE:-:TACK
gO ;
O'_OI8F060000 R 71 PFUN2:POPSPC ; e - r..... TUR,.PROGRAMCOUNTER
0004.,¢.:_' .n_,_ POP AX ; Z LOOK-UPVALUE
00055B 93 POP BX • Z TABLEBASEVALLE
0004,5F 94 POP DI ; Z TABLEINDEXPOINTERLOCATION
0007EBO.5?O 9._., ,.IMP.BEG ; JUMPAROIIND..(_eer,_v..,..,L,,_,_,CA L
('IOOA8F060000 R 96 FUN2:POP oP,. ; oAV_PROGRAMCOLINTER.
O00E8B35 97 BEG: MOV SI,[DI]• MOVEACTUALINDEXVALUEINTOSI
.98 ;
99 ; BEGINCOMPARISIONSTODETE_i_INEZ LOCATION
100 ;
O010_ _•-.DFr7F 101 CMP AX,32767 ; CHECk<IFZ V_LUE._e,,EQUALTOFULLSCALE
0013750} 102 JNZ NC.HGZ ; JUMPTO CONTINLESEARCHLOOP
m15 48 103 DEC AX ; BEC£IEMENTBYONEBITTOF'REVENT
104 ; Z POINTERFROMBEINGLOST ...
0016SP,O0 10.5 '*" •N...HL,Z.CMP AX,[BX+SI] I COMPAREZ LOOk'-UPVALUEWITHVALUE
gO
,,b.:,-,:,oMACROASSEMBLERFUN2 3 ._EPT80 PAGE 3
t- I- , •LOC rkqJ LINE ._,JURCE
I06 ,"IN Z TABLEF'OINTEDTO BY _,,,.:,_
00187DO? I(}7 JOE ILOP ; JUMPTO INCREMENTINGLOOP
/08 ; DEC:RE_DJTINGt.OOP
O0/A83EE02 109 DLOF':SUB oI,_ ; SUBTRACTZ FROMTABLEINDEX
O01D3BOO 110 CMP AX,[BX+SI] ; %_MPAREZ LOOK-UPVALUEWITHTABLELO_]
(AIF7DOC II! JGE CLZA ; ,.IUMPTO INTERPOLATIONFACTORCOMP.
0021EBF7 112 ,.IMPDLOP ; JUMPTO BEGINNINGOF DECREMENT[.C__P
113 ; INC:REMENTI_LOOP
002383%02 114 ILOP:ADD ..-,l,z ,'ADD _ TOTABLEINDEXVALUE
00263BOO 115 CMF' AX,[BX+SI] ; COMPAREZ LOOK-LIP'VALUEWITHTABLELOC
00287DP? 116 JOE ILOP ; JUMPTO BEOIKNINGOr !NCFEMENTLOOP
O02AEB04% 117 ,.IMPCLZ ; JUMPTO INI'ERPOLATIONFACTORCALCULATION
118 ; CLOSEZ SEARCHANDCLqMPI.ITEZ INTERPOLATIONFACTOR
cK)2D..83C602 119 CLZA:ADD .,,e_,",. ; ADD ",.TO TABLEPOINTERF_ EOUALIZATIO_
. . - r _ , "T120 ; IFF:OMMINF_FROMDEL.REMEN,LOOP
003r}03DE 12! CLZ: ADD BX,SI ; ADEIINDEXAND BASEZ ,°m_rr-':_',-,,,,,-,,VALtESTOOBTHER
0032_'_"=,,;,o._ 122 MOV [DI],SI ; SAVE7.INDEXVALUEFORh'EXTCALL
00348BFB 123 MOV DI,BX ; SAVERESULTINDI REGISTER
nO:?,6?,3EF02 124 SUB DI,2 ' DECREMENTF'OINTERFORLOWERJ TABLE"_AtI..I,_
1,..,. ; COMPUTEZ INTERPOL_TIn_F C:TOR
,"_:_.:,_.2B05.. 126 _,'JB _X,[[lI] ; '-".:,_,H,.F'*°'_*.... I 1_0_!FROMZ INPUTV_I_LtE_
r-, r, t
_03B?,BBO 127 MCIV DX,AX _ SAVEnE_LLTINDX
COSD8B07 128 MOV AX,[BX] .."PUT7 HIGHINAX RE._ISTFR
"11 ^nO3P",'_'_.,., _9_. SUB AX,[DI] ; o.BTR_CTZ LOWFROMZ HIGHVALUE
r ,"_ , T t r-hll0041 :.-';BC:': 1% MOV CX,AX ; T(:MFI.,RARA_:,.vE VALL,'r_IN C:X
PORT_,J,4D_,JBJEJ"""_,:,,.,,£80000 131 MOV AX,O ; CLEARLEASTSIG ' '" OF ,,,, r
........ _,_v_L;,:.C:VERFLO_C,046DIEA 132 SHR P_,1 ; RmRT r:HIFT! Th F'REVENTn ,n,'r
{;048DID,'.-: 133 RCR AX,I : ONNEXTOPERATION
O04ADIEA _'°'._,, SHR DX,.I : RIGHT.SHIFTi TO PREVENTDIVIDE.qVERR.OM
.... 135 r....004C1"1,<, R. _ AX,I , ON NEXTOPERATION
O04EF7F! 1:3_., DIV CX ; C.OMF'UTEZ INTERF'OLATIONFACTOR
0050A:30600 R 137 MOV DDX,AX ; DD_ NOWCONTAINSTHE Z INTERPOLATIONFACTORI2
138 ; :-;I,SSICONTAINTHE Z INDEXVAI.LIE
...... .q' " ' V._.L,E0(15:::8_360200 R 139 MC,,,_,,-,I,._ ; oAVETHE Z INDEX' "''
_A , mr,I r, I _ r_Ar_ rill140. ; POP.,OT^F*",_,..,.ORV,P,I_,,..E_,NE..E:,:,HoYFun X SEARCH
"'57..,,_,_° 141 POP AX ; X VALUE
00585[.-: I_ F'OP BX : _ TAF:I_FP,:,r..VAL.I.IE
(,0.,;5F 14R F'OP DI ; X TABLEINDEXVALUEPOINTER
O05ASB-.-.': 144 MOV eI rrlrl: _OVEM,_.,U_LINDEXVALUEINTOSt
,4J
146 ; COMMENC.EX TABLESEARCH
005,r.:: '-;DFF7F 147 CMF' AX,32767 ;CHECKIF X VALL!EIFEQUALTO FULLSCALE
O05F7501 14_-': "_ Cr""''' - " _",,,: ......... : JIIMPTO CONTINL!E.:,EA,,L.HLOOP
0%/ 48 149 DEC AX ; [ECRENEMTBY I BITTO PREVENT
_.,0 ; X P,J_,,TERFROMFJN,.,LOST
,-'T ,_ r. a _0n623BCO 151 CFUN2:CMP AX,[BX._,_] ,..OMP,R_X LOOK-UF'VALUEWITHV_t.UE
15_,.z ; IN X Tr,o_ _,,._r.F'OINTED.TOP,YBX+:-':I.
O'JA4...?[":'.,,, 153 JGE IILOP ; ,IUMPTO INCREMENTINGLOOP
154 : r,c'nmrvCWiTTw,r"LOL]P
OP,A6_.,.,..,...':'°rq"';,_ 155 DDLOP:SUB.:,I,_ ," .%BTRAF:T.". FROMT-BLEI_-J_':EX
•. ' _- V_cl.lcUITHTABLELR,'-:oo,q93Bn',_ ,=' F:Mr' HX,EBX+.:,I] ; RflMP_REX I,n,_!-'-r, ,,,
....... I Zj .... 11. I ,t , . .
( ",'L',B" ' " _= ",DO..... 7 JGL CMPA ; ,IUMPTO INTERPOLATIONFACTORCOMP,
DECF,EMMR.T_Nb LI_OPC!6D..E?F7 15:?, ,'MP_, u_L,.,rn_'_,_ : JUMPTOBIEGINNINOF .....
I..H , INC:REM_TING,,rip
......-- .... rr, SI,2O0,'.-,F:,oC,:,U:: 160 I_[.L,_._A, ; ADD2 TOTABLEINDEXVALUE
2]_
............ '_................. _ 3 SEPT80 PAGE 4
LOC OBj LINE SOURCE
00723BO0 161 CMP AX,[BX+SI];CO_PAREX LOOK-UPV_LUEWITHTABLELOC,
00747DF_ 162 JGE IILOP : JUMPTOINCREMENTINGLOOP
00,,,EBn49n 163 .JMP C_PP ;.JUMPTO INTERPOLATIONFACTORCALCULATION
164 : CLOSEX SEARCHANDPREPARETOCOMPUTEX INTRPFACTOR
007__3%02 1_5 CMPA:ADD SI,2 ;ADD2 TOTABLEF_INTERFOREQUALIZATION
166 ; IFCOMMINGFROMDECREMENTLOOP
007C03DE 167 CMPP:ADD BX,SI ; ADDINDEXANDTABLEPOINTERBASEVALUES
nn7E_: ''_,. ._.>.. _,_ MOV [DI],SI ; SAVEINDEXPOINTERVALLEINSPEC.LOC.
00808BFB ('_I_ MOV DI,BX ; SAVERESLT INDIREGISER
008283EF02 170 SUB DI,2 ; [_CRE_NTPOINTERFORLOWERX TABLEVALUE
1.71 ; _MPLITEX INTERPOLATIONF_CTOR
00852B05 172 SUB AX,[DI] ;SUBTRACTX L_ FROM_ I_UTVALUE
00878BDO 173 MOV DX,AX ; SAVERESULTINPl
00898B07 174 MOV AX,[BX] ;PUTX HIGHINA_REGISTER
O08B2B05 175 SUB AX,[DI] : SUBTRACTZ LOWFROMZ INPUTVALUE
O08D8BC8 176 MOV CX,AX ;SAVEVALUEINCX
O08FBSO000 _77 MOV AX,O ; CLEARLEASTSIGNIFICANTPORTIONOF DIVIDEND
0092DIEA 178 SHR DX,I ; SHIFTRIGHTI PLACEIND_JBLEPRECISON
0094DID? 179 RC_ AX,I ; TOAVOIDA DIVIDEOVERFLOWINNEXTOPERATION
0096DIEA 180 SHR DX,I ; SHIFTRIGHTI PLACEINDOUBLEPRECISIC_
00?8DID8 181 RCR AX,I ; TOAVOIDA DIVIDEOVERFLC_INNEXTOPERATION
009AF7F! 182 DIV CX ; DIVIDETOCOMPilEINTERPOLATIONFACTOR
C_J?C8BC8 _oIo_ MOV CX,AX ; SAVERESULTINCXREGISTER
184 ;
185 ; CXC_NTAINSTHEX INTERPOLATIONFACTOR!2




190 ; PERMANENTS ORAGEOUTSIDEROUTINE
191 I
192 ;
193 ; COMPUTETHEY TABLEOFFSETSFROMTHE
194 ; STARTOFTHEY TABLE
O09E54: 195 POP AX _AX CONTAINSTHENUMBER_ X PTS.
00% 050200 196 ADD AX,2 ; ADD2 TONO,OF X POINTSFORENDPOINTS
OOA28BE8 197 MOV BP,AX ;SAVERESL_TINBP
OOA4DIE5 198 SHL BP,I ; MULTIPLYRESULTBY2
OOA6F7260200 R 199 MUL SSI ;MULTIPLYBYZ INDEXVALLE
OOAA03% 200 ADD AX,SI ; ADDX INDEXVALUE
201 ;
202 ; AXCONTAINSTHEOFFSETOFTHEHIGH
203 ; Y WORDFROMTHESTARTOFTHEY TABLE
• , T r.2n4 _ OFFSET(BYTES)= Z OFFSET_ (XFO,NTo+2)+ X OFFSET
O.J
2%_6 ; STORETOTALNUMBERC_ X POINTS+ 2 INBYTES
OOAC...... no_..... _.7 MOV SI,BP
_Uo _ STOREY TABLEOFFSETFORPOSSIBLEFLIN2AC LL
OOAEA30400 R 209 MOV YPTI,AX




_w_O_' 58 214 FUN2A:POPAX
OOB5A30000 R 215 MOV SPC,AX ; POPANDSTOREPROGRAMCOUNTER
gg
h_._,-,:,_,FI,.,_,_R!,ASf.-:EdBLERFUN2 3 SEPT"°" PAGE 5
LOC OBJ LINE SOURCE
O(]B;::AI040(I R 226 MLIv A..,fPTI ; RESTOREY TABLEC_FSETTO,AX
217 ;
!,^tl'P'- I.ISI_IGY LO_KTIn,_:217, ; C.O_PI.ITEE',A_EPOINTERv ..... ....
219 ; AND THECO_LITEDOFFSET
220 ;
(lOBE5D 221 Crt,t,. POP BP ; E:P......NTA,NoY TABLEBASEVALUE
,-,x-t-
,.,.._...'_'m",:,B_. _-"--..... MOV DI,AX ".MOVEY TABLEOFFSETTO DI
OOBEO,?FD _,,,_ ADD DI,E@ ; A[:DY TABLEBASE'_,L.c'^'IF
_'BD" 224 MOV BX,DI ; MOVERESULTTO BX REGI_RO,'.'!CO,:,.=
['lflC?..... ,:,..,,_B,..'°r,q,: , "'_5.,,., :-',liB_.BX,2 ; SUBTRACT2 FRFI_.RESULT
.,:,.-,
_,.6
,:,', ; DI AND BX"C_TAIN THEHInHANDLOW TABLE
_,--)r, t r.z_,:, ; LOCATIONVALLE.:,FOR INTERPOLATION
°'>9 SI
_... • CONTAINSNUMBEROF X F'OINTS
230 ;
_I ; C:OMPI.ITETHEY HIGHINTERPOLATEDVALUE
"" C_ ,?B05 _.q__,,_.... ,,' NOV AX,[DI] ; MOVEY HIGHPRIMITIVEVALUE
00C7DIF8 _,,,:, oHR AX,I ' '.-_-;HIFTVALUETO AVOIDOVERFLOW
234 ' IFBREAKPOINTSPREAD.,.2_6o
"_('IC9:::P_?P.,._ "_25_.-,., MO" E_',[BX] ' _"I'r_,.vc'_ Y LOWPRIMITVEVALUE
_°A oHIF,VALUETO AVOIDOVERFLOWOOCBBIFD ..... SAR BP,l ; " "_
OOC:D2BC:5 237 , SUB AX,BP ;SUBTRACTY LOW PRIMITIVEVALUE
OOCP""'-9 238r,c_ IMUL CX ; MULTIPLYX I_ERPOLATIONFACTOR
(]ODlDIEO _9 SHL AX,I ; SHIFTRESUI.TO CORRECTFOR
00D3D_D2 24(} RCL DX,I ; SUBTRACTIONOVERFLOW.SHIFT
OOD5[llFQ._. 241 _L AX,l " ,_II.L._.,,TTr'Ivu.F:ESULTBY 2 TO FI_RRECT._ FOR
OOD7BID2 242 RCL DX,I ; A PREVIOLL'-;DIVIDESHIFT
OOD?DIEO 243 SHL AX,I ; MULTIPLYRE':_-;ULTBY 2 TO CORRECTFOR
.QODBDID2 244 RCL DX,I ; A PREVIOL_DIVIDESHIFT
_ODD0317 245 ADD DX,[BX] • ADDY LOWPRIMITIVEVALUE
00[_c 8BEA 246 MOV BP,DX ; BF'NOW CONTAINSTHEY HIGHINTERPOLATEDVALUE
z4,
248 ; COMPUTETHE NEW INDEXVALLIESFORY LOW
249 ; INTERPOLATEDVALUECOMF'LITATION
00El2BFE 250 SIJB DI,SI ; COMF'LITENEW Y HIGHPRIMITIVEVALUELOCATION
OOE32BEE 251 SLIB BX,SI ; COMPLITEN W Y LOWPRIMITIVEVALUELOCATION
z.... ; COMPUTETHE Y LOW INTERPOLATEDVALUE
,.,Y,_5,,_.._,,: B ,`,r,= 253 MOV AX,[DI] ,"MOVEY HIGHPRIMITIVEVALUE
OOE7DIF,_: 254 ._qARAX,1 • '._'-;HIFTVALIJETr_AVOIDOVERFLOW
255 ; IFBREADPOINTSPREADI 3.32767
(hE'-;'..f'.E::'_-q ""=/-_....... MOV SI,[BX] ; _OVEY LOWPRIMITIVEVALUE
00EBDIFE ,:.7 SAR SI,I _ SHIFTVALUETO AVOIDOVERFLOW
•-,,r._ 25,9OOED,. £..... SUB AX,SI ; SUBTRACTY LOWPRIMITIVEVALUE
OOEFF7E9 o=o..... IMUL CX • MULTIPLYX INTERPOLATIONFACTOR
OOFIFIIEO ,._0 ..,,':u',_AX,I , SHIFTRESULTTO CORRECTFOR
OOP3[IB2 261 RCL DX,I ; SUBTRACTIONOVERFLOWSHIFT
.:,H_AX,I • _IILTIF'LYREo.LTBY 2 TO CORRECTFOR00F5DiEO zo,."o ," ,1 _ ' "1:
;]OF7DID2 263 RCL DX,i ; A F£EVIOUSDIVIDESHIFT
t'.,OP9DIEO 2&4 SHL AX,1 • MULTIPLYRESULTBY 2 TO CORRECTFOR
_60 _:L DX,I ; A F'REVIOUSDIVIDESHIFT00FBDID2 :
OOFD0317 266 ADD [X,EBX] ; ADDY LOWPRIMITIVEVALUE
OOFF8BF2 267 MOV SI,DX ; SI CONTAINSY LOWINTERPOLATEDVALUE
268 '
"9.6. ," COMPUTETHE FINALINTERPOLATEDv VALUE
0101_:B;.-:5 270 MOV AX,BP ; MOVEY HIGHINTERPOLATEDVALLE
25
,_,..o-,_,6M_F:Rn_......M_qLER FLIN2 3 SEPT80 PAGE &
LOC OBJ LINE SOURCE
0103OIF8 271 S_R AX,I " SHIFT OAVOIDSLIBTF,hCTOVERFLOIJ
t.,lO.,DIF_ 272 S_R DX,I I SHIFT OAVOIDSUBTRACTOVERFLOW
r-i . r-iI -01072BC:2 273 o,.IBAX,DX ; ,:,LBTRACTY ICiWINTERPOLATEDVALUE
_109F72EnGO( R 274 IMULDDX ; MULTIPLYBY Z INTERK_LATIONFACTOR
OIODOIEO 275 SHL AX,I ; S31FTRESULTOCOR_CTFOR
010FDID2 276 RCL DX,I ;SUBTRACTIONVERFLOWSHIFT
.')'70111DIEO ,,,7 SHL AX,I ; MULTIPLYBY2 TOCORRECTFORi
011:':DID2 278 RCL DX,I _A PREVIOUSDIVIDESHIFT
OIISDIEO 47. S_HL AX,I ; MULTIPLYE:Y..TOCORRECTFOR
0117DID2 280 RCL DX,I ; A PREVIOUSDIVIDESHIFT
011903D& 281 ADD DX,SI ; ADDY LOWINTERPOLATEDVALUE
282 ; PREP_ETORETURNTOIHEMAINPROGRAM
_.,.,,,' PUTPROGRAMCOIlNTERPA%'_ ,,TAL.K
011B8B2EO000 R 2?4 MOV BP,SPC
011F5_ _'R5• - z.,._ PUSH BP
OR:_,6 ; PUTRESULTINAXREGISTERFORPROPERTRANSFER





.r.,:,_,:,-"I' ',- _i:SEMBLER ,'c,




E" _r- ..B,.G. L t,:AR O00EH CEDE 9.597#
FTFUN. L NEAR OOP,BH ,_.DE 210 _I_
CFU_2 L NEAR 0062H CODE 14,9151_I
ROROI.!PGROUP F:Or!_ 711_73
CLZ . L t_EAR O030H CODEI17 121#
CLZA, L NEAR O02DHCODEI11 li'?#
CMPA. L NEAR O07S'HCODE 157 165#
CMPP, I. _"^P " ""• . ,w___.... _OiCHC.ODE163 ,,.,,,,L_,
_T -- 0" ^P,L':ODE, SEGMENT o, ZE-OI,,:,HP_A PUBLIC."CODE" 71_f,.-,_. ....,._',."."
Cll_'mT ':qqMrNT SIZE_IOOOH--UNDEFINED--72#
. . I TPDATA, SEGMENT SIZE=nOO8HPARAPLBL.... 'DATA'72# 78 8:3
D_t.,P I_ ,,,_,_ OOA,LJ_._ CF,'DEI.,..,# ,,:,
DDX . V IX_RO O006H DATA 82# 137274
DGROUP.F_F:OUP _sNSTDPT_C.,T.L.k.... .MEMORY 72_ 73
DLOF'..L NEAR OOIAH CODE 109#112
,..,z., L NEAR O00AN CODEPI_IBI_IC70 96_
FUN2A. L NEPR OOB4H CEDEPLOLIC 70 21_
IILOP . L NEAR O0,SFH/':fIDP.... I.,,_?]60_ I/.-2
ILuP.. L NEAR 0023H CODE107114#116
Mr- rr_
,,=M,JnY.SEGMENT SIZE=(X}OOH--UNOEFI,NED--
'4CHGZ L NEAR 0016H CODE 10'2I05_
t',r-I t_l .'_ ....r u_.- L NEAR A_x'OHCODEPUBLIC 7n ':','!_f
•"_-;PC:. ',.'I_ORD (O00H D_TA 79_ 91% _l.J ,,_R4
";SI, V WORD O002H DATA :?0#13'_I';"?
:,,,_P".r...SEGMENT. SIZE=OOOOH--UNDEFINED--
• '_1"1,'_. [YF'T!. V III-_RDO004H DATA 81# .'. I..
_:-:SEMBLYCOMPLETE,NOERRORSFOUND
25

































SO X = X LOOK-UPVALUE
31 XBASE= BASEADDRESSOF THEX TABLE
32 NOPTS= NO.OF X POINTSINTABLE
o_ ZINDX: ADDRESSOF THEI INDEXVALUE
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00000100 _,0 SPC3 P_ i : STOREPROGRAMCOUNTER
00020100 61 DDXZ D_ I ; Z INTERPOLATIONFACTOR
00040100 62 NBYT [_ I ,"NUMBEROF X BYTESPERZ VALLE
00060100 63 XSAV [&l I ; X LOOK-LIPVALUE
00080100 64 HXOFF[Pd i ; HIGH X OFFSET
OOOAOlD0 65 LXOFFDW I ; LO_IX OFFSET
O00C0100 66 DDX DW I ; X INTERPOLATIONFACTOR
000E0100 67 XB DW I ; BREAKPOINTCOORDINATE
O010OIO0 68 XC [_ I ,"BREAKPOINTCOORDINATE
00120100 69 XE DW I _ BREAKPOINTCOORDINATE
0014{100 70 YB DW I ,'BREAKPOINTCOORDINATE
00160100 71 YC [_ I • BREAKPOINTCOC_RDINATE




.... 76 CODESEGMENTPUBLIC 'CODE"
78 : STARTFUNCTIONROUTINE
79
O000_06,0000 R 80 PFUN3:POP SPC3 ; STOREPROGRAMCOUNTER
h(h4 =_' ^ I.,,., 81 POP AX ; Z LOOK-UPV.L.IE
Cx)O5B 82 POP BX _ Z TABLEBASEVALUE
00% SF 83 POP DI ; Z TABLEINDEXVALUEADDRESS
0007EB05'_O 84 JMP BEG ; JUMPA_EMBLYLANGUAGECALL
rOCA8F060C(_ R _ FUN.,.POP _PC., , SAVEPCFORASSEMBLYCALL
O00EoB_,. 86 BEG: MOV Sh[DI] : LOADZ TABLEINDEXVAt.UEPOINTER
87 ;
88 ; DETERMINEZ LOCATION
89 :
, i_ f 0^-,I r"J0103B,_lh.. 90 CMP AX,[BX+SI] ; COMPAREZ .OCk-LP_,,:_c WITHVALUEIN
91 ; Z TABLEPOINTEDTOBYBX+SI
00127DO'? 92 JOE ILOP3 ; ,JUMPTO INCREME?_TINOLOOP
94 ; DECR_ENTINGLOOP
95 ;
('l',l14c_cO_............. % DLOP3:SUB SI,2 ,"SUBTRACTFR_ TABLEINDEX
0017.'-:BOO 97 CMP AX,[BX+SI] I COMPAREZ LOOK-UPVALUEWITHTABLELOC,
(.:0197DOC 98 JOE CLZA3 ; JUMF'TO INTERPOLATIONFACTORCALC




O01D:'_-,SC602 103 ILL_3:ADD SI,2 ; ADD2 TO THEINDEXPOINTER
00203BOO 104 CMP AX,[BX+SI] _ COMPAREZ LOOK-LIPVALUEWITHTABLELOC.
00227DF9 I05 JGE ILOP3 ,"JUMPTOB'EGINNINGOF INCREMENTLOOP
27
M"" _ MAI'I.ROH;,.=,_MBLERFUN3 3 .-,EPT00 PAGE 3
I.OCOBJ LINE SOURCE
n024EBO_90 106 JMP CLZ3 • JUMPTO INTEF."_OI_ATIONLOOP
107 :
,-. {_108 " ]LOSEZ _,EAR_.HANDCOMPUTEZ INTERPOLATIONFACTOR
109 ;
00?7_,.,.,,..,_,°_'r'fl_'.,_ 110. ,..,-L,.._'_,,o..ADD ,:,I,2 ; ADD. TOTABLEINDESFORc.:+u_,_r'nT'"',.T''T+,-,,,,I.,.i - ,
111 ; IFCOMINGFROMDECREMENTLOOP
00% 03DE I12 CLZ-:: ADD B_,SI ; ADDINDEXANDBASEZ POINTERVALUES
{02Co.... ., ,_ :,., 113 MOV [Dl],ol ;SAVEZ INDEXVALUEINPROPERADDRE-qS
O02E8BFB 114 MOV DI,BX ; SAVERESLtTINDIREGISTER
003083EF02 115 SUB DI,2 ;DECREMENTPOINTERFORLOWERZ TABLEVALUE
003.32B05 116 SUB AX,[DI] ; SUBTRACTZ LOWFROMZ INPUTVALUE
00358BDO 117 MOV DX,AX ;SAVERESULTINDX
00378B07 118 MOV AX,[BX] ;PUTZ HIGHINAXREGISTER
_{)3g2B05 11.9 SUB AX,[DI] ; SUBTRACTZ L_ FROMZ HIGHVALUE
0 °','_O03B,.,BL.,_-, 120 MFIV CX,AX ; TEMPORARILYSAVEDVALUEINCX
O03DB80000 121 MOV AX,O ; CLEARLEASTSIG.PORTIONOFDIVIDEND
'lII'+ I0040DIEA 122 SHR DX,] ;FULLRIGHTSHIFTTOPRE_NTLVcRF,..OW
0042DiD8 123 RCR AX.I ; ONTHENEXTDIVIDE
0044DIEA 124 SHR DX,I ; FULLRIGHTSHIFTTOPREVENTOVERFL_
0046DID8 125 RCR AX,I IONTHENEXTDIVIDE
0048 " +F,F. 126 DIV CX ; DIVIDETOCOMPUTEZ INTERPOLATIC@IFACTOR
O04A .....A ,0, O0 R 127 MOV DDXZ,AX ; DDXZCONTAINS:THEZ INTERPOLATIONFACTOR
128 ;
129 ; COMPUTEOFFSETANDAB:-,_LI.ITELOCATIONOFSTARTOF X HI_ VECTOR
: ,q r.130 ; X OFFSET (_OFX P .INT,:,+2)_ZINDEX
131 ; NBYT= (#OFXPOINTS+2)_2
O0_D58 132 PC_° AX ; AXCONTAINSTHENUMEROFX POINTS
004E050200 133 ADD AX,2 ; AnD2 T]ACCOUNTFORENDPOINTS
O_,.,.L8BE8 134 MOV BP,AX ; SHIFT OBPREG.
0053DIE5 135 SHL BP,1 • MI.IL._Y2 TOGETBYTESIZVALUE
(kq55F7E6 136 MUL SI ; MULBY Z INDEXTOGETTOTALOFFSET
0057 8BFO 137 MOV SI,AX ; SICONTAINSTHEHIGHX LTFSET
O05f-x_R';'2E0400R 138 MOV NBYT,BP ; NBYTCONTAINSTHENUMBEROFX BYTES
139 ; PERZ VALLE(VECTOR)
140 ;
141 ; COMPUTEX LOCATIONFORTHEHIGHV_LUEOF Z
O05D5F 142 POP DI ; DICONTAINSX TABLEBASEVALUE
O05E8BD8 143 MC¢¢ BX,AX ; BYCONTAINSTHEHIGHX OFFSET
006058 144 POP AX ; X LOOK-UPVALUE
145 ;
146 : AXCONTAINSTHE.vLO%'-t.IPVALUE
147 ; BP CONTAINSTHENUMBEROFX BYTESPERVECTOR
148 ' DICONTAINSTHEX TABLEBASEVALUE
149 ;
150 ; DETERMINEX OFFSETFROMBEGINNIrIGOF X HIGHVECTOR
0061SDFF7F 151 CMP AX,32767 ; CHECKIFX VALUEISPLUSFULLSCALE
00647501 152 J,_JZ CFUN3 ; JUMPTOCO_TINUESEARCHROUTINE
00664?, 153 DEC AX ; DECREMENTX VALUETOPREVENTPOINTER
154 ; ' FRC_iGETTINGLOST
0067A30600 R !55 CFUN3:MOV XSAV,AX ; SAVEX LOOK-UPVALUE
O06A3BO! 156 CMP AX,[DI+I::'_]; COMPAREX LOOK-UPVALUEWITHVALUE
157 ; INTABLEPOINTEDTO BYDI+BX




MC._S-%M_CROASSETIBLERFUN3 . 3 SEPT80 PAGE 4
LOC OB..I LINE SOURCE
ql ,nO06E83EBCr2 161 BLF'XHS:SUBBX,2 : _..P.TRAC.T- FROMINDEXVALUE
00713BOI 162 CMP AX,[DI+BX] ; COMP_EX LOOK-UPVALUETOTABLE
00737DOC 163 JGE CLXA3 ; JUMPTOINTERPOLATIONL OP
(_)75EBF7 164 ,IMP DLPXH3 ; JUMPTOBEGINNINGOFDECREMENTLOOP
165 '
I_ ; INCREMENTINGLOOP
. 0 _' ,-_0h77v .C3,.L 167 ILPXH3:ADD BX,2 ; ADD2 TO INDEXPOINTER
O07A3B01 168 CMP AX,[DI+BX] : COMPAREX LOOK-UPVALUETOTABLE
007C7DF9 169 JGE ILPXH3 ; JU_ TO INTERPOLATIONL OP
O07EEB04'?O 170 JMP CLX3 ; JUMPTOEEGINNINGOF INCREMENTINGLOOP
171 ;
172 ; FINALCOMPUTATIONOFFINALX LOCATIONSFORZ HIGHVALUE
173 ;
008183C302 174 .CLXA3:ADD BX,2 ; INCREMENTPOINTERBY2 IF
175., ; COMMINGFROMDECREMENTLOOP
0084oBEF 176 CL.._..MOV BP,DI ; BPCONTAINSX TABLEBASEVALUE
0086G_IE080{ R 177 " MOV HXOFF,BX ; HXOFFCONTAINSTHEX HIGHOFFSET(XE}
O08A03FB 178 ADD DI,BX
008C8BDF 179 MOV BX,DI ; DIHA'..-',LOCATIONOFHIGHX (XE)FORZ HIGH
OOE:E8SEB02 180 :'_]B BX,2 ,'BXHASLOCATIONOFLC_X (XB)FORZ HIGH
0091_3E1200 R 181 _]V XE,DI ; SAVELOCATIONINXE
0095891EOEO0 R 182 MOV XB,BX • SAVELOrATIONIN XB
183 ;
184 ; COMPUTELOWX L.OCATI_SFORLOWVALUEOFZ
185 1
186 • COMPLITELOWX LOCATION
187 ; X OFFSET= (XOFFSET- NBYT)
" _ Sl00'992B360400 R 18",8 SUB oI,N_.YT ; C_]NTAIN'.3LOWX VECTOROFFS,ET
O09D8BDE 189 MOV BX,S! ; BXCONTAINSX VECTOROFFSETFORZ LOW
009F8BFD 190 MOV DI,BP ; SICONTAINSX TABLEBASEVALUE
191 ; DETERMINEX LOCATION
OOAIAI060] R 192 M_ AX,XSAV ; AXCONTAINSX LOOK-LIPVALUE
OOA43BOl 193 C!_P .AX,[DI+BX] .; COMPAREX LOOH-UPVALLEWITHVALUE
194 • INX TABLEPOINTEDTOBYDI+BX
00_ 7D09 195 JGE ILPXL3 ; JUMPTOINCREIiENTINGLOOP
196 ; DECREMENTINGLOOP
00A883EB02 197 DLPXLS:SUB BX,2 ; DECREMENTINDEXF%IINTER
OOAB3B_)I 198 CMP AX,[DI+BX] ; COMPAREX LOOK-UPVALUEWITHTABLEL_.
OOAD7DOC 199 JOE CLXLA3 ; JLIMPTOFINALX LOWCALC.
0OAFEBF7 200 JMP DLPXLS ; JUMPTODECREMENTLOJOP
201 ;
202 ; IN_EMENTINGLOC_P
0_,__ ? _ 0OhBl.._.o,.30_ ,.0_ ILPXLS:ADD BX,2 ; INCRE_NTINDEXPOINTER
GOB43BOI 204 CMP AX,[DI_BX] .',COMPAREX LOOK-LIPVALUEWIllJTABLELOC.
OOB67DF9 _ 50.. JGE ILPXL3 .; JUMPTOINCREMENTLOOP
OOB8EB0490 206 ,.IMP CLXL3 ; JUMPTOFINALX LOWC:ALC,
207 ;
o
_0,. ; COMPUTEX LOWLOCATION'S.FORLOWVALUEOF Z
2_ ; X OFFSET= (XOFFSET-NBYT}
OOBB_%302 210 CLXLA3:ADD BX,2 ; ADD2 TO INDEXPOINTERFOREQUALIZATION
211 ; IFCOMMINGFROMDECREMENTLL'DSP
OOBE03FB 212 CLXL3:ADD DI,BX ,'ADDOFFSETANDBASEPOINTERS
OOCO891EOAO0 R 213 MOV LXOFF,BX ; LXOFFCONTAINSTHELOWX OFFSET(XD)
00C48BDF 214 MOV BX,DI ; DIC:C_TAINSLOCATIONOFHIGHX (XD)FORZ LOW
"I00C68SEB02 215 ;.LB BX,2 ; BXCONTAINSLOCATIONOFLOWX (XC)F_ Z LOW
29
,...._v _-,-o,:,-'-"MACROA' -"-"_MB,.._R"_ Fld.-,""* o_'SEPTP_.1PAGE 5
LnC OKI LINE .._OIJn_._
00C'?891EI000 R 21L: MOV XC:,BX ; .:,_+_LOL-:ATI.r'NINXC
217 ;
21E: " COMPLTEXG= XD+DDXZ(XE-XD)
219 :
(]OI':D8BIEI200 R 220 MOV BX,_.... ; BXCONTAINSHIGHX I_OC:ATION
nODl@07 ",_. ,_..I MOV AX,[BX] ; MOVEXETOAX
00D3DIF8 222 :TAR AX,I ; RIGHTSHIFTl INCASEPOINT
223 ; DELTAISGREATERTHAN_767
• Qd I(]0D5@15 224 MOV DX,[DI] ; /'i,,,_EXD
.'_OD7I]IFA .u_.,.. . SAR DX,1 ; SHIFT O AVOIDSUBTRACTOVERFLOW
OOD92BC2 226 SUB Ax,nx ' SUBTRACTXD
OCDBF7oEO200 R 227 IMUL DDXZ ; MULTIPLYBYINERPOLATIONFACTOR
00nFDIEO ,,..;.. . SHL AX,I ; SHIFT OCORRECTFOR
OOEIDID2 22'; RCL DX,I ; SUBTRACTOVERFLffWSHIFT
OOE3DIEO 2_(i.. SHL AX,I ,"MUL.TIPLYFESULTBY..._'
nnE5D1D2 _".. ,,I RCL DX,I ; TOMAKEUPFORSHIFTBEFOREDIVIDE
OOE7DIEO 232 SHL AX,I ; FULLLEFTSHIFT OCORRECT
)_E'._DID2 283 RCL DX,I ; PREVIOUSSHIFT
00EBOJl._, .-.o,""_ ADD DX,[DI] ' ,_DD_DTn.......





00EF8BIEOEO0 R ,:o7""" MOV BX,I(.B ,"BX ":ONTAII"SX HIGHI_O,..ATIO_r"
00F3_[[EIO00 R 240 MOV DI,XC ; DICONTAINSX LOW LOCATION
00F7@07 241 ML]V AX,[BX] " MOVEXBTOAXREGISTER
00FgDIF8 ._4._ oAR AX,I ; RIGHTSHIFTI INCASEPOINT
24S ' SPREADISGREAT_THAN32767
OOFB8B15 244 MOV DX,[DI] ; MOVEXCTODXREG.
OOFDD!FA 245 SAR DX,I ; SHIFT OAVOIDSUBTRACTOVERFLOW
OOFF"BC" ", ._ ,:46 SUB AX,DX ; SUBTRACTXC
0101F72E02",'O R 247 IMUI_ DDXZ ; MULTIPLYF:YINTERPOLATIONFACTOR
0105DIEO 248 SHL AX,I ; SHIFT OCORRECTFOR
0107DID2 249 RU_ DX,I ; SUBTRACTff_ERFLOWSHIFTS
010'7DIEO 25(} SHL AX,I ; MIA.TIPLYBY2 TOMAFEliPFOR
OIOBDID2 251 RCL DX,I ; PREVIOUSSHIFTBEFOREDIVIDE
OIODDIEO -w-,•_,, SHL AX,I ; FULLLEFTSHIFT OCORRECT
010FDID2 _.=o• ,..... RC:L DX,I ; F'REVIOUSSHIFT
_III0:._I., ,.,4 ADD DX,[DI] ; DXCONTAINSXF
256 ; COMPUTEX INTERPOLATIONFACTOR
,..,7
1")11SA10,SO0 R .-,_o ,,_ .,. ,, MOV AX,,,..AV , AXCONTAINSX [.CH]K-UPVALUE
O1162BC:2 ....
_,,_ SUB AX,DX ; SIlBTRACTXF
01188BDA ""'zoo MOV BX,DX " MOVEXFTOBXREGI.-,TER
OIIA8BDO 261 MOV DX,AX ; MOVE(XA-XF)TO DX
011CoBL.... 262 MOV AX,BP ; MOVEXGTOAXREGISTER
OIIE..'B_..,, 268 SUB AX,BX ; SUBTRACTXF
01208BC8 264 MOV CX,AX ,'STORERE.-,LLT'_IINC)
0122BGO000 265 MOV AX,O : CLEARLEASTSIG.PORTIONOFDIVIDEND
0125DIEA 266 S_R DX,I ; RIGHTSHIFT2 TO AVOID IVIDEOVERFLOW
0127DID8 267 RCR AX,I
012-9DIEA ,-......"_°SHR DX,1
012BDID8 269 RCR AX,1
OI2DF7FI 270 DIV CX ; DIVIDEBY INTERPC',J4TIO,,J'_ _'FACTOR
3O
...... o oEPT,.,0P.OE 6ML o-,-,.,MACRh.AS:';EMBL_FUNS .,.. o ^
LOC OB,.I LINE SOLACE
OI2FA30%0 R or _,• _,I MOV DDX,AX ; DDXCO,.,TAINoX INTERPCtATIONFACTOR
272 ;
273 ; HXOFFU_NTAINoTHEHIGHX OFFSETINTHEHIGHX VECTC_(ZHIGHYALLE)
274 ; LXC_FCONTAINSTHEHIGHX OFFSETINTHELOW X VECTOR(ZLOWVALUE)
_._, ; DDXZ CONTAINSTHEZ INTERPOLATIONFACTOR




279 ; COMFtlTEY HIGHLOCATIONSY OFFSET= YBASE+XHIGHOFFSET
On"LoU
01325B 281 POP BX ; M COFffAIN$THEY TAEE BASEVALUE
01338BF3 2C,-r2 MOV SI,BX ; SAVEY TABLEBASEVALUE
01358B3E0800 R 283 MOV DI,HXOFF ; MOVEOFFSETODIREGISTER
01_?03DF 284 AnD BX,DI ; ADDOFFSETY BASE
AI3B.8BFB ,:8.._ MOV DI,BX ; BXCgNTAINSHIGHY LOCATION(YE)
013D83EF02 286 SL_ DI,2 ; DICONTAINSLOWY LC_ATI[_(YB)
01408'?IE1800 R 287 MLW YE,BX ; SAVEVALUEINYE
0144893E1400 R 288 MOV YB,DI ; SAVEVALUEINVB
._
_0_ 7
290 ; COMPLITEY LOWLOCATIONSY OFFSET= YBASE+ X lOWOFFSET
291 ;
014o"8BDE _z.... MOV BX,SI ; BXCONTAINSTHEY TABLEBASE
014A8B3EOAO0 R 2_3 MOV DI,LXOFF ; MOVEX LOWOFFSETODI
014E03DF 2?4 ADD BX,DI ; ADDYBASEANDX LOWOFFSET
015_8BFB 295 MOV DI,BX ; BXCONTAINSHIGHY LOCATION(YD)
015283EF02 296 _IB [I,_ ; DICONTAINSLOWY LOCATICCJ(YC)
0155893E1600 R 297 MOV YC,DI ; SAVEVALLEINYC
298 ;
299 ; COMPUTEVG = YD+DDXZ(YE-YD)
300 ;
01598B3E1800 R 301 Mr_ DI,YE , DIC04TAINoHIGHY LOCATIONYE
015D8B05 302 MOV AX,[DI] ; AXCONTAINSHIGHY LOCATIONYD
015FDIF8 303 EAR AX,I ; RIGHTSHIFTI INCASEPOINT
304 ; DELTAISGREATERTHAN32767
016!8B17 305 MOV DX,[BX] ; MOVEYDINTODXREG
_163DIFA 306 EAR DX,I ; RIGHTSHIFT OAVOIDSUBTRACTOVERFLOW
01652BC:2 _@7 SUB AX,DX ; SUB.ACT(YE-YD)
0167F72E0200 R 308 IMUL DDXZ ; MULTIPLYBYZ INTERFLATIONFACTOR
OIOBDIEO 309 SHL AX,I _ SHIFTTOCORRECTFORPREVIOUS
016DDID2 310 RCL DX,I ; SUBTRACTOVERFLOWSHIFTS
_16FDIEO 311 SHL AX,I ; LEFTSHIFTI TO_RRECTFORDIVIDESHIFT
0171DID2 312 RCL DX,I
0173DIEO 313 SHL AX,I ; FULLLEFTSHIFTTOCORRECT
0175DID2 314 RCL DX,I ; PREVIOUSDIVIDESHIFT
01770317 315 ADD DX,[BX] ; ADDYDVALUETORE_JL.T
01798BCA 316 MOV CX,DX ; CX CONTAINSYO
R _.I,
318 ; COMPUTEYF= YC+ DDXZ(YB- YC)
319 ;
017B8B_EI400 R 320 MOV DI,YB ; DICONTAINSHIGHY LOCATION
OI7F8BIEI60¢ R 321 MOV BX,YC ; BXC{_TAINSLOW Y LOCATION
01838B05 322 MOV AX,[DI] ; MOVE_ TOAXREGISTER
O_Ol....DIF8 o_"_S SAN AX,I ; RIGHTSHIFTI INCASE
_4 ; POINT[_LTAIS} 32767
01878B17 325 MOV DX,[BX] ; MOVEYOINTODXREG.
5]-
_,,..:,-,:,,:,tIAcpn..N:....:,r.MB_ER....... FUN:?: 2,SEPT80 FNcE 7
LOCOB,.I LINE SOURCE
01:-:';'"',.LFM" 3% SAR DX,1 ," SHIFTTOAVnID'--'.:UBTRACTOVERFLnW
OK',B2BC2 ,.-,fl oLIB AX,DX ; SUBTRACTYC
018DFT2E".'.T.., R ._,,.,.,':<"--' IMUL DDXZ ; MULTIPLYBYINTERPOLATIONFA,":TnR..
0191DIEO 329 SHL AX,I I SHIFT OCORRECTFOR
01% DID2 .-q30 RCL DX,1 ; PREVIOUSSUBTRACTSHIFTS
0195DIEO 331 SHL AX,I ; SHIFTLEFTONETOC.nRRECTFORDIVIDESHIFT
0197DID2 :--::.:2 RCL DX,I
0199DIEO 333 SHL AX,I ; FULLLEFTS>IIFTTOCORRECT
OIgBDID2 334 RCL DX,I : F'REVIOLISDIVIDESHIFT
OI'_D0317 _o=.;..... ADD [IX,[BX] _ _DDYCTORESULT
(_ITF,_-,B_A _,.,,:,.. . MOV K',DX ; BPCNNTAINS_YF
337 "
338 ; COMPUTEFINALYV= YF. DDX(YG- YF)
DIAl8E'1 340 MOV AX,CX ; AXCONTAINSYO
OIA3DIF8 341 SAR AX,I ; SHIFT OAVOIDOVERFLOW
UlA.,DIFA 34:2 SAR DX,I ; IFPOINTDELTA:.,:,,._67
OIA72BC2 343 SUB AX,DX ; SUBTRACTYF
01A9F72EOCO0 R 344 IMUL DDX ; MULTIPLYBY INTERPOLATIONFACTOR
OIADDIEO 345 SHL AX,I ; SHIFTO CORRECTFORPREVIOUS
OIAFDID2 346 RCL DX,I ; SUBTRACTIONSHIFT
O1B1DIEO 347 SHL AX,1 ; LEFTSHIFT OCORRECTFORPREVIOL_S
OIB3DID2 348 RCL DX,1 ; DIVIDEOVERFLOW4S4-11FTS
OIB5DIEO 349 SHL AX,i
OIB7DID2 o..,0 RCL E(,I





,-. .._OIBB8B2EO000 R 356 MOV BP,.-,PC.,
OIBF55 .... PIISH [_'











BEG.. LNEAR O00EHCODE 848&#
CFL_3,L NEAR 0067HCODE 152155#
CGROUP.GROUP CODE _ 56
CLX3.. L NEAR 0084HCODE 170i7&#
CLXA3. L BEAR 0081HCODE 163174#
CLXL3. L NEAR OOBEHCODE 20&212#
CLXLA3,L NEAR OOBBH{ODE 199210_
CLZ3, L NEAR O02AH{ODE 106112#




DDX. V WORD O00CHDATA&6#271344
DDXZ. V WORD O002HDATA 61#127227247308_8
DGROUP.GROUP DATACO_T STACKMEMORY 55#56
[tOP3. L NEAR O014HCLIDE96#99
DLPXH3.L NEAR OO&EHCODE 161#164
DLPXL3.L NEAR OOASHCODE 197_200
FUN3..L NEAR O00AHCODEPUBLIC5385#
HXOFF. V WORD O008HDATA 64#177283
ILOP3.L NEAR O01DHCODE 92 103#105
ILPXH3.L NEAR 0077HCODE I_ 167#169
ILPXL3.L NEAR OOBIHCODE 195203#205
LXOFF. V WORD C_OAHDATA 65#213293
MEMORY.SEGMENT SIZE=OOOOH--U_IEFINED--
NBYT..V WORD 0004HDATA 62#138188
PFUN3 L NEAR O000HCODEPUBLIC_ 80#
_C3. V WORD O000HDATA 60#8085356
oTACK oEGMENT SIZE=OOOOH--UNDEFINED--
XB., V WORD O00EHDATA 67#182239
XC.. V WORD OOIOHDATA 68#216240
XE.. V WORD O012HDATA 69_181220
_5_,X_AV. V WORD O006HDATA &3#155192o o
YD,. V WORD 0014HDATA 70#288320
YC,. V WORD O016HDATA 71#29.7321
YE.. V WORD 0018HDATA 72#287301
ASSEMBLYCOMPLETE,NO ERRORSFOUND
55














8. ; CALL::-_QUENCESN FG
9 ;
10 ' BPREGISTERCONTAINSTHEB VALLES"STARTINGLOCATION
11 ; SIREGISTERCONTAINS.,THENUMBERC_:
12 ; POINTSINTHETABLE
13 ; DIREGISTERCONTAINSTHEX TABLEBASEPOINTER
14 ; BXREGISTERCONTAINSTHEX TABLEFLOATINGPOINTERADDRESS





20 ; THISY LOWVALUEOFTHECI_RVEISRETURNEDINTHEBXREGISTER






; X = VALUEOFFUNCTION
30 ; XFI=X TABLEFLOATINGPOINTERADDRESS
31 ; XLB=X TABLEBASEPOINTER





37 ; THEX TABLEINDEXL.OCATIC,_(ISAUTOMATICALLYIPDATEDBY
Or',
.,,_-,; THEROIFFINEANDTHEREFOREDOESNOTFOLLOWTHEPL/M-86
r, • PlI'P"$9 ,' BLOCKoTRLE.TURE.,_.,__.
40 ;
:..._.."_".,.,'..".:.iv'.,,.,'...'.2.,.','...'.o. ' .. x,.,..:.:.,,'...'..'.:.,\,.',\\-,_.'-.\ _...+,.","..",.V',_ "..,_.',._%%-..-,x",.% \\".\\",.'..__
42 ;
43 ; WHENUSINGTHEPLIM-86A CALLMUSTIMMEDIAELYBEMADETO
44 ; THESHF-FSUBROUTINETOG_ THECORRECTANSWERINTHEFOLL_ING
45 ; MANNER:
46 ;
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5A ; M VALUES--(-327A8TO_76,)
57 ; B VALLES--(DOL_LEPRECISIONVALLES
.,o , LEASTSIGNIFICANT2 BYTES
















Ohhll_^.. . 76 PNEFG:POPDX ; TEMP_VE OFPC
00015(', 77 POP AX ; X VALUE
00025B 78 POP BX ; X TABLEFLOATINGPOINTERADDRESS
0003_ 79 POP DI ; X TABLEBAS_VALLE
00045E 80 POP SI ; NUMBEROFPOINTSINTABLE
00055D 81 POP BP ; STARTINGLOCATI@_OFB VALLES






0007B_u_O0 87 NEFO:_C_ CX,2 ; PUTVALUEOF2 INCXREGISTERFORINOREME,,,T,NG
O00A?El7 88 _]V DX,[BX]; MOVEPOINTERVALUETODXREGISTER
_nOC87D_ 89 XCHG BX,DX ; SAVEPOINTERLOC:INDXREGISTER
000E03FI 90 ADD SI,CX; ADD2 TOTHENUMBEROFX POINTS
91 ;
00103DFF7F 92 CMP AX,32767; CHEO_IFX VALIEISEQUALTO_JLLSCALE
00!37501 93 JNZ CNEFG ;,JUMPTOCONTINUEFL_CTIONLOOK-IS




00163BOI 98 CNEFG:CMPAX,[BX+DI]; COMPAREX VALUEWITHTABLELC_ATION
00187D08 99 JGE ILOP ; JUMPTO INCREMENTLOOP
100 ' ; DECR,EMENTLOOP
OOlA2BD_ I01 DLOP:SUB BX,CX ; SUBTRACT2 FRC_X TABLEPOINTER
_]IC3BOI 102 CMP AX,[BX+DI]; COMPAREX VALUEWITHTABLELOCATION
O01E7DOE 103 JOE INTRA ; .IUMPTO INTERPOLATIONR UTINE
0020EBF8 104 JMP DLCP ; JUMPTOBEGINNINGOFDECREMENTLOOP
105 ; INCREMENTLOOP
_""'_ S oET 80 PAGE 3......-.-o6M_CROASSEMBLER NEFG 5,5 ,.P
L% OBJ LINE SOURCE
002203D'? IOt, ILOP:ADD BX,CX ; ADD2 TOTABLEPOI_'TER
002_%01 107 CMP AX,[BX+DI]; COMPAREX VALL_WITHTABLELOCATION
00267DFA 108 JOE ILOP ; JUMPTOBEGINNINGOFINK_EMENTLC_P
0028EB03?O 109 JMP INTR ; JUMPTO INTERPOLATIONR I._INE
II0 ;
III ; BXCONTAINSTHEL.OCATIC_OF THEX TABLEVALUE
112 _ WHIC_ISHIGHERTHANTHEX LOOK-UPVALLE
113 ;
I14 ; COMPUTELOCATIONOFTHEM SLOPEVALUE
_I._ ; M LOCATION= ((XPOINTER-(2_ #XPOINTS))-2
I16 ;
O02B03D9 117 INTRA:ADDBX,CX ; ADD2 TOTABLEPOINTERFOREQUIVALENCE
118 ; IFCOMMINGFROMDECREMENTLO_
O02D87DA 11g INTR:XCHG BX,DX ; PUTAD[_ESSOFPOINTERINBXREGISTER
002F8917 120 MOV [BXI,DX ; SAVECURRENTVALLEOF INDEXPOINTER
003103D7 121 ADD DX,DI ; ADDX INDEXANDBASEVALUE
0033SBDA 122 MOV BX,DX ; MOVETOTALPOINTERTOBXREG
0(35DIEt, 123 SAL SI,I ; MLLTIPLYNO.OF X POINTSBY 2
003703DE 124 ADD BX,SI ; ADDABOVETOCURRENTX TABLEPOINTER
00392BD? I_ SUB BX,CX ; DECREMENTPOINTERBYTWO
126 ; BXCONTAINSTHEADDRESSOFTHESLOPEM
003BF72F 127 IMUL WORDF'TR[BX] ;MULTIPLYCURRE_JTX VALL_BYTHESLOPE
0n3[DIEO 128 SHL AX,1 i FULLLEFTARTIHMETIC_HIFT O





134 ; USINGTHERELATION(MADDR- X BASE- X BYTES)_2+ (BBASE)
00412BDF 135 SUB BX,DI ; SUBTRACTX BASEFROMM ADDR
00432BDE 136 SUB BX,SI ; SUBTRACTX _ OF BYTES
0045DIE3 137 SAL BX,I ; MULTIPLYRESULTBY2
004703DD 138 ADD BX,BP ; ADDBPTOGIVEADDRESSOF_SBB VALUE
00498BFB 139 MOV DI,BX _ MOVEVALUETO DIREGISTER
O04B03F9 140 ADD DI,CX ; DECREMENTBY2 ANDDICONTAINSADDRESSOF
141 ;LSB B VALUE
142 ; NOWFORDOUBLEPRECISIONADD
O04D0305 143 ADD AX,[DI] ;ADDLSBB VALUETORESULT
O04F1317 144 ADC DX,[BX] ; ADDMSBB VALUETORESL_T











C_EFG. L NEAR 0016HCODE 9398#
CODE. SEGMENT SIZE:OO54HPARAPUBLIC'CODE'67#73 148
[tOP. L NEAR O01AHCODEI01# 104
!LOP. L NEAR 0022HCODE 99106#108
iNTR. L NEAR O02DHCODE 109119#
INTRA L N_.R O02BHCODE 103117#
NEFG. L NEAR O007HCODEPUBLIC6687#
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ISI::-II"":-;'......-, :,,-,MACROASSEM_LEF,'V2.! ASSEMBLYnFMODULESHFT
_]B,.IECTMODULEPLACEDIN :FI:NSHFT,OBJ







._ ; THISPR_:EDI.!REIS U-nEDTO_IFT THEBXANDDXDOUBLE' .
6 _ F'REC:ISIO__CCUMULATORSA _4°ECIFIEDNNLIMBEROFTIMES
7 ;
,-'.:; THEF'ROCEDUREISUSEDAFTERCALLI_GTHENEFGFUNCTION
















..... 27 CODE SEGMENTPUBLIC"CODE"
28 ;
0000,._,_:Rr'_r.. 29. SHFT: MOV BP,SP
00028B_E02 30 MOV C:X,[BP].2
CKI05DIE:.: 31 NXT: SHL BX,I
0007DID2 32 RCL DX,I
Or_09E2FA o_. LOOP NXT
O00B8BC2 34 MOV AX,DX
O00DC20200 $5 RET 02H
.... 36 CODE ENDS
37 END
38
_,..c,-,:,6,.,_..=,_i&SSEM_LER SMFT ..,'_SEPT80 PA,'-IE. Z
AE'I
_<REFSYME<_LT_,_E LT:-;TrN!:_
,-.Mr. '-,-,n,. Hr,; Xlr- -r , j -'r ,'-.I'l,-,,c ,_ ,,,_c_,_:.¢i,TRIrJd,E.-.,,XRE'FS
";'SEG. SEF_Y,EI',IT __IZE=)On'_HPARAPUBLIC
-'_" ." I If", _*_, .",11I.-,R,h,r. I_R_!L!F' COIJ.E _.:,_. .... _L'I'
':F_ F," "" -' * _ . _ -'" ..:-ODE..... LM_,4T _,_ZE-OO,(,HF'ARAF'UBLIC"C!_DE" zo_ 27 ?:A
uvT,.,. . . L I',IF_R O005H CODE31# .,.,°':"
c,Hr_, L _,E,.:O000H CODEF'UBLI¢22 2#ff
ASSEI'IBLYCO,'IPLETE,,"n,,..,ERRORSFULI,,_I
INTELSCL,07129180 08:30:66 PAGE 002
i00 suBRouTINE INTSCL(INFO,TITLE,XNUM,XDNOM,YNUM,YDNOM,ZNUM,ZDNOM,FUNC,FRMT,ORG)
200 C
300 C SUBROUTINE INTSCL ACCEPTS DATA IN ENGINEERING UNITS FOR NEFG,FUNI,FUNIA,FUN2, AND FUN3 TYPE CURVES,
400 C COMPUTES M AND B FOR NEFG, AND SCALES ALL DATA. OUTPUT IS IN TWO FORMS:
500 C 1) A TABULAR LIST DATASET, AND
600 C 2) EITHER AN ABSOLUTE OR RELOCATABLE DATASET SUITABLE FOR THE 8086 ASSEMBLER.
700 C
800 C CALLING VARIABLES:
900 C
1000 C INFO -- ARRAY WHICH CONTAINS (IN THIS ORDER)
ii00 C : i) X BORDER SPECIFICATION
1200 C 0.0 = ADD BOTH FLATS -- NO EXTRAPOLATION
1500 C 1.0 = ADD LOW X FLAT -- EXTRAPOLATE HIGH END
1400 C 2.0 = ADD HIGH X FLAT -- EXTRAPOLATE LON END
1500 C 3.0 = NO FLATS -- EXTRAPOLATE BOTH ENDS
1600 C 2) X BREAKPOINT SPECIFICATION
1700 C 0.0 = SAME X BREAKPOINT (FUN1, FUN2 TYPE)
1800 C 1.0 = DIFFERENT X BREAKPOINT (FUN3 TYPE)
1900 C 3) NUMBER OF X'S PER Z CURVE
2000 C _) NUMBER OF Z CURVES (0.0 OR 1.0 = 1 Z CURVE)
2100 C 5) FIRST X VALUE FOR ALL Z CURVES
2200 C 6) SECOND X VALUE FOR ALL Z
2500 C 7) ETC.
2400 C 8) Z VALUES
2500 C 9).FIRST Y VALUE FOR ALL Z CURVES
2600 C IO)ETC.
2700 C TITLE -- NAME OF CURVE
2800 C XNUM -- X NUMERATOR VALUE FOR SCALING
•2900 C XDNOM -- X DENOMINATOR VALUE FOR SCALING
3000 C YNUH -- Y NUMERATOR
3100 C YDNOM -- Y DENOMINATOR
5200 C ZNUM -- Z NUMERATOR
3300 C ZDNOM -- -Z DENOMINATOR
3400 C FUNC -- INDICATES FUNCTION ROUTINE DATA BELONGS TO
5500 C 0 = NEFG
5600 C I : FUNI
5700 C Ii= FUNIA
3800 C 2 = FUN2
5900 C 3 = FUN3
4000 C FRMT -- FORMAT CHOICE FOR OUTPUT DATASET
_i00 C 0 = RELOCATABLE
4200 C " I = ABSOLUTE
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5400 C FILL NAME ARRAYS FOR OUTPUT DATASETS
5500 C
5600 DATA DATAZ,DATAX,DATAY,DATAYI,DATAM,DATAB,BLANK/'Z ','X ','Y ','YI ','M ','B ',' '/
5700 C






















8000 C8100 85 CONTINUE


















10000 IF (CVEND.EQ.O.O) EXTRAP=O
10100 IF (CVEHD.EQ.I.0) EXTRAP=2
10200 IF (CVEND.EQ.2.0) EXTRAP=3
10300 IF (CVEHD.EQ.3.O) EXTRAP=I
10400 ZNO=INFO(6)
10500 C
I0600 C TEST FOR Z VALUES
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10700 C
10800 IF (ZNO.EQ.O) ZNO:I
10900 JJ=ZNO
11000 IF (BRKPT.EQ.O.O) JJ=l
11100 C
11200. C GET X VALUES INTO ORDER BY CURVE
11300 C
11400 II=0
11500 DO 100 I=I,XNO






12200 C FILL ZVAL ARRAY IF NECESSARY
12500 C
12400 IF (ZNO.EQ.I) GO TO 300





13000 IF (FUNC.NE.2) GO TO 500
13100 C:














14700 C FILL Y ARRAY
14800 C
14900 500 IF (ZNO.EQ.1) GO TO 510
15000 ZZNO=ZNO















16300 C EXTRAPOLATE AND ADD FLATS IF NECESSARY
16400 C
16500 C
16600 C TEST FOR TYPE OF EXTRAPOLATION AND PERFORM IT
16700 C
16800 IF (EXTRAP.EQ.O) GO TO 3000
16900 IF (EXTRAP.EQ.2) GO TO 2000
17000 C
17100 C EXTRAPOLATE LOW END OF CURVES
17200 C
17300 C
17400 C SHIFT X VALUES AND INSERT LOW VALUE
17500 C
17600 I000 DO III0 J=I,ZNO
17700 II=XHO+I
17800 III=XNO








18700 C SHIFT Y VECTOR VALUES
18800 C
18900 DO 1210 J=I,ZNO
19000 II=XNO+I
19100 III:XNO
















20800 IF (EXTRAP.EQ.3) GO TO 3000
20900 C
21000 C EXTRAPOLATE HIGH END OF CURVES
21100 C
21200 C
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21700 DO 2010 J=I,ZNO
21800 XVAL(J,XNO)=32767WXNUMIXDNOM
21900 2010 CONTINUE .
22000 C









23000 C IF BOTH ENDS EXTRAPOLATED, SKIP FLATS.
23100 C
23200 IF (EXTRAP.EQ.I) GO TO 4500
23300 C
23400 5000 IF (FLAT.EQ.3.0) GO TO 4500
23500 IF (FLAT.EQ.2.0) GO TO 4000
23600 C
23700 C SHIFT X AND Y VALUES AND ADD FLATS
23800 C
23900 DO 3020 J=I,ZNO
24000 II=XHO+I
24100 III=XNO














25600 IF (FLAT.EQ.I.0) GO TO 4500
25700 C





26300 DO 4010 J=I,ZNO
26400 XVAL(J,XNO):32767_XNUM/XDNOM
26500 YVAL(J,XNO)=YVAL(J,I)
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26600 4010 CONTINUE
26700 C
26800 4500 IF (FUNC.NE.2) GO TO 5000
26900 C







27700 DO 370 J=I,JZNO

















29500 C DONE WITH EXTRAPOLATION AND FLATS.
29600 C
29800 C
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31900 C SCALE Z VALUES IF NECESSARY
52000 C
52100 IF (ZNO.EQ.1) GO TO 5100
52200 C
32300 DO 5010 J=I,ZNO
32400 C
32500 C ROUND Z VALUES
32600 IF (ZVAL(J).LT.O.0) GO TO 5001
32700 ZSCLD(J)=ZVAL(J)_ZSF+O.5




33200 IF (ZSCLD(J).LE.ZMAX.OR.ZSCLD(J).GE.ZMIN) GO TO 5006




33700 5 FORFIAT(lX,'W_ THE Z VALUE ',F13.7,' AS SCALED TO ',I6,' IS OUT OF RANGE IN-
33800 _ CURVE ',2A4,'. _')
33900 C
34000 5006 IF (ZSCLD(J).LE.32767) GO TO 5007
34100 IF (NARN.EQ.O) WRITE(10,1)
34200 MARN=I
34300 WRITE(IO,6)ZSCLD(J),(TITLE(N),N=I,2)
34400 61FORMAT(IX,'W_ WARNING: THE Z VALUE ',I6,' FOR CURVE ',2A4,' HAS BEEN SET TO 32767._W')
34500 ZSCLD(J)=32767
34600 C
34700 5007 IF (ZSCLD(J).GE.-32768) GO TO 5010
34800 IF (MARN.EQ.O) WRITE(10,1)
34900 WARN=l
35000 WRITE(10,7)ZSCLD(J),(TITLE(NI,N:I,2)





55600 C SCALE X AND Y VALUES
35700 C
35800 5100 DO 5200 J=I,ZNO
35900 DO 5200 I=I,XNO
36000 C
36100 C ROUND AND SCALE X VALUES
36200 IF (XVAL(J,I).LT.O.O) GO TO 5101
56500 XSCLD(J,I):XVAL(J,I)WXSF+O.5




56700 C ROUND AND SCALE Y VALUES
36800 5102 IF (YVAL(J,I).LT.O.0) GO TO 5103
36900 YSCLD(J,I):YVAL(J,I)_YSF+O.5
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37200 C
57300 5105 CONTINUE
37400 IF (XSCLD(J,I).LE.XMAX.OR.XSCLD(J,I).GE.XMIN) GO TO 5110
37500 IF (WARN.EQ.O) WRITE(IO,I)
37600 WARH:I
37700 WRITE(IO,IO)XVAL(J,I),XSCLD(J,I),(TITLE(N),N=I,2)
37800 I0 FORMAT(IX,'_ww_w THE X VALUE ',F13.7,' AS SCALED TO ',I6,' IS OUT OF RANGE IN-
37900 _ CURVE ',2A4,'. _w')
38000 5110 IF (YSCLD(J,I) LE.YMAX.OR.YSCLD(J,I).GE.YMIN) GO TO 5120
38100 IF (WARN.EQ.O) WRITE(IO,I)
38200 WARN=I
38300 WRITE(IO,15)YVAL(J,I),YSCLD(J,I),(TITLE(N),N=I,2)
38400 15 FORMAT(IX,'_W_ THE Y VALUE ',F13.7,' AS SCALED TO ',I6,' IS OUT OF RANGE IN-
58500 _ CURVE ',2A4,' _')
58600 C
38700 5120 IF (XSCLD(J,I).LE.32767) GO TO 5125
38800 IF (WARN.EQ.O) WRITE(IO,I)
38900 WARN=I
39000 WRITE(IO,16)XSCLD(J,I),(TITLE(N),N=I,2)
39100 16 FORMAT(IX,'_w_w WARNING: THE X VALUE ',I6,' FOR CURVE ',2A4,' HAS BEEN SET TO 32767._w_')
59200 XSCLD(J,I)=32767
39300 C
39400 5125 IF (XSCLD(J,I).GE.-32768) GO TO 5130
39500 IF (WARN.EQ.O) WRITE(IO,I)
39600 WARN=I
39?00 WRITE(IO,17)XSCLD(J,I),(TITLE(N),N=I,2)
39800 17 FORMAT(IX,'_ WARNING: THE X VALUE ',I6,' FOR CURVE ',2A4,' HAS BEEN SET TO -32768.W_W_')
39900 XSCLD(J,I)=-32768
40000 C
40100 5130 IF (YSCLD(J,I).LE.32767) GO TO 5135
40200 IF (WARN.EQ.O) WRITE(IO,I)
40300 NARN=I
40400 WRITE(IO,18)YSCLD(J,I),(TITLE(N),N=l,2)
40500 18 FORMAT(IX,'W_w_w WARNING: THE Y VALUE ',I6,' FOR CURVE ',2A4,' HAS BEEN SET TO 32767.w_w_')
40600 YSCLD(J,I)=32767
60700 C
40800 5135 IF (YSCLD(J,I).GE.-32768) GO TO 5200
40900 IF (WARN.EQ.O) WRITE(IO,1)
41000 WARN=I
41100 WRITE(lO,19)YSCLD(J,I),(TITLE(N),N=1,2)





41700 C COMPUTE M AND B VALUES FOR NEFG AND SCALEm
41800 C
41900 IF (FUNC.NE.O) GO TO 6000
42000 C
42100 MBNO=XNO-I
















43500 DO 5520 I=I,MBNO
43600 IF (MVAL(I).GT.MBIG) MBIG=HVAL(I)
43700 IF (BVAL(I).GT.BBIG) BBIG=BVAL(I)
43800 IF (MVAL(I).LT.HSMAL) HSNAL=HVAL(I)














45300 IF (MTST1.LE.32767.AND.HTST2.GE.-32768) GO TO 5530
45400 GO TO 5535
45500 C




46000 C IF SHIFTING 8 DOESN'T PUT THE SCALED VALUES WITHIN RANGE,
46100 C OUTPUT ERROR MESSAGE AND CONTINUE
46200 C
46300 IF (WARN.EQ.O) WRITE(IO,1)
46400 'WRITE(IO,20)(TITLE(N),N=I,2)
46500 20 FORMAT(IX,'W_WWW NARNING: THE H AND B SCALE FACTORS HAVE BEEN SHIFTED 8 (DIVIDED BY 256),'/-






47200 C SEPARATE B INTO MSB AND LSB
47300 C
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67800 C ROUND AND SCALE B VALUES
67900 C











69100 C ROUND AND SCALE M VALUES
69200 IF (MVAL(I).LT.O.O) GO TO 5539
69300 MSCLD(I)=HVAL(I)_HSF+O.5






50100 C OUTPUT SECTION
50200 C
50400 C
50500 C OUTPUT NEFG TABLE AND DATA5ET
50600 C
50700 IF (WARN.EQ.O) WRITE(IO,I)
50800 WRITE(10,5550)(TITLE(I),I=1,2)
50900 5550 FORMAT(/,1X,'NEFG CURVE ',2A4,/)
51000 C
51100 WRITE(IO,5551)XSF,XDHOH,XNUM,YSF,YDNOH,YNUM,MSF,SFTR,BSF,SFTR
51200 555I FORMAT(SX,'X SCALE FACTOR: ',GI2.6,' (',GI2.6,'/',GI2.6,')',//,-
51300 _5X,'Y SCALE FACTOR: ',G12.6,' (',GI2.6,'/',GI2.6,')',//,-
51400 _5X,'H SCALE FACTOR: ',GI2.6,5X,'M SHIFT FACTOR: ',II,/I,-
51500 w5X,'B SCALE FACTOR: ',GI2.6,5X,'B SHIFT FACTOR: ',II,///)
51600 WRITE(IO,5552)
51700 5552 FORHAT(I_X,'X',I3X,'SCALED X',I3X,'Y',I3X,'SCALED Y'//)
51800 C




52300 5555 FORHAT(//9X,'H',QX,'SCALED M',gX,'B',gX,'SCALED B (MSB)',3X,'SCALED B (LSB)')




52800 C TABLE DONE. HOW FOR DATASET.
52900 C
53000 WRITE(20,5573)(TITLE(I),I=1,2)
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53100 5573 FORMAT(1HI,'; DATAFOR NEFG CURVE ',2A6)
53200 C
53300 C RELOCATABLE OR ABSOLUTE?
53400 C
53500 IF (FRMT.EQ.O) GO TO 5575
53600 WRITE(20,5576)ORG
53700 5576 FORMAT(1H ,SX,'ORG',5X,I6,'H')
53800 C





54400 C WRITE M
54500 C
54600 5700 MLNS=MBNO/5
54700 IF (MLNS_5.NE.MBNO) MLNS=MLN5+I
56800 IF (MBNO.LT.5) GO TO 5730
54900 WRITE(20,5705)(MNAME(N),N=l,2),(MSCLD(I),I=l,5)
55000 5705 FORMAT(1H ,2AT,'DW',6X,6(I6,','),I6)




55500 DO 5725 I=2,MLN5
55600 II=II-5
55700 IF (II.LT.5) GO TO 5715
55800 WRITE(20,5710)(MSCLD(K),K=KK,KKK)
55900 5710 FORMAT(IN ,SX,'DW',6X,6(16,','),I6)
56000 KK=KK+5
56100 KKK=KKK+5




56600 IF (II.EQ.6) NRITE(20,5720)(MSCLD(K),K=KK,KKK)
56700 5720 FORMAT(1H ,8X,'DW',6X,3(I6,','),I6)
56800 IF (II.EQ.3) NRITE(20,5721)(MSCLD(K),K=KK,KKK)
56900 5721 FORMAT(1H ,8X,'DW',6X,2(I6,','),I6)
57000 IF (II.EQ.2) NRITE(20,5722)(MSCLD(K),K=KK,KKK)
57100 5722 FORMAT(IH ,SX,'DW',6X,16,',',I6)
57200 IF (II.EQ.1) WRITE(20,5723)(MSCLD(K),K=KK,KKK)




57700 GO TO 5800
57800 C
57900 5730 CONTINUE
58000 IF (MBNO.EQ.6) WRITE(20,5035)(MNAME(N),N=I,2),(MSCLD(I),I=l,6)
58100 5035 FORMAT(1H ,2A4,'DW',6X,3(16,','),I6)
58200 IF (MBNO.EQ.3) WRITE(20,5036)(MNAME(N),N=l,2),(MSCLD(I),I=l,3)
58300 5036 FORMAT(IH ,2A6,'DW',6X,2(I6,','),I6)
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58400 IF (MBNO.EQ.2) NRITE(20,5037)(MNAME(N),N=1,2),(HSCLD(I))I=l,2)
58500 5037 FORHAT(1H ,2A6,'D_',6X, I6,',',I6)
58600 IF (MBNO.EQ.I) NRITE(20,5038)MSCLD(1)
58700 5038 FORHAT(1H ,2A6,'DWv,6X,16)
58800 C
58900 C WRITE B
59000 C
59100 5800 BLNS=MBNO/3
59200 IF (BLNS_3.NE.MBNO) BLNS=BLNS+I
59300 IF (MBHO.LT.3) GO TO 58_0
59400 NRITE(20,5805)(BNAHE(N),N=l,2),BHSB(1),BLSB(1),BHSB(2),BLSB(2),BHSB(3),BLSB(3)
59500 5805 FORHAT(1H ,2A_,'DNt,6X,5(16,',w),I6)




60000 DO 5835 I=2,BLHS
60100 II=II-3
60200 IF (II.LT.3) GO TO 5815
60300 WRITE(20_5810)BMSB(KK),BLSB(KK),BHSB(KK+l),BLSB(KK+1),BHSB(KK+2),BLSB(KK+2)
60400 5810 FORHAT(1H ,8X,'DW',6X,5(I6,','),I6)
60500 KK=KK+3
60600 GO TO 5835
60700 C
60800 5815 III=II-I
60900 IF (II.HE.I) GO TO 5825
61000 NRITE(20,5820)BHSB(KK),BL5B(KK)
61100 5820 FORHAT(IH ,SX,'DW',6X, I6,t,',I6) o
61200 GO TO 9999
61300 C
61400 5825 WRITE(20,5830)BMSB(KK),BLSB(KK),BMSB(KK+1),BLSB(KK+l)
61500 5830 FORHAT(1H ,SX,'DN't6X,3(16,',')pI6)
61600 C
61700 5835 CONTINUE
61800 GO TO 9999
61900 C
62000 C
62100 58_0 IF (MBNO.NE.1) GO TO 5850
62200 _RITE(20,5845)(BNAME(N),N=l,2),BHSB(1),BLSB(1)
62300 5845 FORHAT(1H ,2A4,'DN',6X,16,',',I6)
62400 GO TO 9999
62500 C
62600 5850 WRITE(20,5855)(BNAME(N),N=l,2),BHSB(1),BLSB(1),BHSB(2),BLSB(2)
62700 5855 FORHAT(1H ,2A_,3(I6,','),I6)
62800 GO TO 9999
62900 C
63000 C END NEFG TABLE AND DATASET. STOP.
63100 C
63200 C
63300 C FUN1 TABLE AND DATASET
63400 C
63500 6000 IF (FUNC.NE.I) GO TO 7000
63600 C
I
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63700 IF (WARN.EQ.O) WRITE(IO,1)
63800 WRITE(IO,6OO5)(TITLE(I)pI=I,2),XSF,XDNOH,XHUM,YSF,YDNOHpYNUH
63900 6005 FORHAT(/,1X,4X,'FUN1 CURVE V,2A4,//-
64000 w5X, IX SCALE FACTOR: V,G12.6,' (',G12.6,w/W_G12.6_v)',//p-
64100 _5Xp'Y SCALE FACTOR: V,G12.6,w (',G12.6,t/V,G12.6pv)v_///)
64200 C
64300 WRITE(IO,6010)
64400 6010 FORHAT(14X,'X',13X, vSCALED X, p13X vyv 15X wSCALED yv//)




64900 C TABLE DONE. NON FOR DATASET.
65000 C
65100 WRITE(20,6025)(TITLE(I),I=1,2)
65200 6025 FORHAT(1HI,'; DATA FOR FUN1 CURVE ',2A4)
65300 C
65400 C RELOCATABLE OR ABSOLUTE?
65500 C
65600 IF (FRHT.EQ.O) GO TO 6035
65700 WRITE(20,6030)ORG
65800 6030 FORHAT(1H ,SX,'ORG',SX,I6,VH ')
65900 C
66000 C WRITE X AND Y
66100 C
66200 6035 CONTINUE




66700 C END FUN1 TABLE AND DATASET. STOP.
6680O C
66900 GO TO 9999
67000 C
67100 C FUNIA TABLE AND DATASET.
67200 C
67300 7000 IF (FUNC.NE.11) GO TO 8000
67400 C
67500 IF (NARN.EQ.O) WRITE(lOp1)
67600 WRITE(IO,7OOS)(TITLE(I),I=I,2)pXSF,XDNOH,XNUM,YSF,YDNOHpYNUH
67700 7005 FORHAT(/,1X,4X,'FUNIA CURVE ',2A4,//,-
67800 w5X,'X SCALE FACTOR: t,G12.6,v (',G12.6,w/',G12.6,')v_//_ -
67900 _5X, vY SCALE FACTOR: WIG12.6,' (',G12.6,w/V,G12.6,w)',///)
68000 WRITE[IO,6010)
68100 DO 7010 I=I,XNO
68200 7010 WRITE(IO,6020)XVAL(lpI),XSCLD(1,1),YVAL(1,I),YSCLD(1,I)
68300 C
68400 C TABLE DONE. NON FOR DATASET.
68500 C
68600 WRITE(20_7015)(TITLE(N),N=l,2)
68700 7015 FORMAT(1HI,'; DATA FOR FUNIA CURVE V,2A4)
68800 C
68900 C RELOCATABLE OR ABSOLUTE?
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69000 C






69700 C END FUNIA TABLE AND DATASET. STOP.
69800 C
69900 GO TO 9999
70000 C
70100 C FUN2 TABLE AND DATASET.
70200 C
70300 8000 IF (FUHC.HE.2) GO TO.9000
70400 C
70500 DO 8047 J=I,ZNO
70600 IF (J.HE.1) GO TO 8010
70700 IF (WARN.EQ.O) WRITE(IO,1)
70800 _RITE(IO,8OO1)(TITLE(N),N=I,2)
70900 8001FORMAT(/,1X,'FUN2 CURVE ',2A4,//)
71000 WRITE(IO,8005)XSF,XDNOM,XNUH,YSF,YDNOM,YHUM,ZSF,ZDNOM,ZNUM
71100 8005 FORMAT(-
71200 W5X, tX SCALE FACTOR: ',G12.6,' ('pGI2.6,'/',G12.6,v)vp//, -
71300 _SX, ty SCALE FACTOR: ',G12.6,1 (',G12.6,v/',G12.6,')',//,-
71400 W5X,'Z SCALE FACTOR: ',G12.6,' (',GI2.6,'/',GI2.6,')',///)
71500 C
71600 8010 IF (J.NE.I) GO TO 8016
71700 WRITE(IO,8OI5)ZVAL(J),ZSCLD(J)
71800 8015 FORHAT(14X,'Z = ',GI3.6,13X,'SCALED Z = ',I6,///)
71900 GO TO 8021 '
72000 8016 _RITE(IO,8020)(TITLE(N),R=I,2),ZVAL(J),ZSCLD(J )
72100 8020 FORMAT(1HIo/,1X,'FUN2 CURVE ',2A4,///,13X,'Z = ',GI3.6,13X,'SCALED Z = '116,///)
72200 C
72300 C X AND Y TABLES
72400 C
72500 8021 NRITE(lO,8025)
72600 8025 FORMAT(8X,'X',8X,'SCALED X',8X,'Y',8X,'SCALED Y')
72700 C







73500 C DONE WITH Z TABLE. NOW FOR Z DATASET.
73600 C
73700 C
73800 C RELOCATABLE OR ABSOLUTE?
73900 C
74000 WRITE(20,8099)(TITLE(N),N=l,2)
74100 8099 FORMAT(1HI,'; DATA FOR FUN2 CURVE ',2A4)
74200 8100 IF (FRMT.EQ.O) GO TO 8102




74600 C Z VECTOR
74700 C
74800 8102 ZLNS=ZNO/5
74900 IF (ZLNS_5.NE.ZNO) ZLNS=ZLN5+I
75000 IF (ZNO.LT.5) GO TO 8125
75100 IF (FUNC.EQ.3) GO TO 8106
75200 WRITE(20,8105)(ZNAME(N),N=I,2),(ZSCLD(I),I=I,5)
7.5500 8105 FORMAT(IH ,2A4,'DW',6X,4(I6,','),I6)
75400 GO TO 8108
75500 8106 WRITE(20,8107)(ZHAME(N),H=1,2),(ZSCLD(I),I=I,5)
?5600 8107 FORMAT(IN ,2A4,'DW',6X,4(I6,','),I6)






76300 DO 8120 I=2,ZLN5
76400 II=II-5
76500 IF (II.LT.5) GO TO 8115
76600 WRITE(20,8110)(ZSCLD(K),K=KK,KKK)
76700 8110 FORMAT(IN ,8X,'D_',6X,4(I6,','),I6)
76800 KK=KK+5
76900 KKK=KKK+5




77400 IF (II.Eq.q) WRITE(20,5720)(ZSCLD(K),K=KK,KKK)
77500 IF (II.EQ.3) WRITE(20,5721)(ZSCLD(K),K=KK,KKK)
77600 IF (II.EQ.2) WRITE(20,5722)(ZSCLD(K),K=KK,KKK)
77700 IF (II.EQ.1) WRITE(20o5723)(ZSCLD(K),K=KK,KKK)
77800 C
77900 8120 CONTINUE.




78400 IF (ZNO.EQ.4) WRITE(20,8130)(ZNAME(N),N=I,2),(ZSCLD(I),I=I,4)
78500 8130 FORMAT(IH ,2AQ,'DW',6X,3(I6,','),I6)
78600 IF (ZNO.EQ.3) WRITE(20,8131)(ZHAME(N),N=I,2),(ZSCLD(I),I=I,3)
78700 813I FORMAT(IH ,2A4,'DW',6X,2(I6,','),I6)
78800 IF (ZNO.EQ.2) WRITE(20,8132)(ZNAME(N),N=I,2),(ZSCLD(I),I=I,2)
78900 8132 FORHAT(IH ,2Aq,'DW',6X,I6,',',I6)
79000 IF (ZNO.EQ.1) WRITE(20,8133)ZSCLD(1)
79100 8155 FORMAT(1H ,2A4,'DN',6X,I6)
79200 C
79300 8199 IF (FUNC.EQ.3) GO TO 9100
7940O C
79500 C WRITE X AND Y







80200 C DONE WITH FUN2. STOP.
80300 C
80400 GO TO 9999
80500 C





81100 DO 9067 J=I,ZNO
81200 IF (J.NE.I) GO TO 9010
81300 IF (_ARN.EQ.O) WRITE(IO,1)
81400 _RITE(IO,9OO1)(TITLE(H),N=I,2)
81500 9001 FORMAT(I,IX,'FUN3 CURVE ',2A4,//)
81600 _RITE(IO,gOO5)XSF,XDNOH,XNUM,YSF,YDNOM,YNUH,ZSF,ZDNOM,ZNUH
81700 9005 FORHAT(-
81800 _SX,'X SCALE FACTOR: t,Gl2.6,v (t,Gl2.6,'/V,Gl2.6,')w,//t -
81900 wSX, tY SCALE FACTOR= ',G12.6, v (W,G12.6,'/',G12.6,')t,//, -
82000 _SX,'Z SCALE FACTOR: 1,G12.6, w (W_G12.6,v/V,G12.6,v)',///)
82100 C ;
82200 9010 IF (J.NE.1) GO TO 9016
82300 WRITE(IO,9OI5)ZVAL(J),ZSCLD(J)
82400 9015 FORHAT(16X, tZ = ',G13.6,13X, VSCALED Z = ',I6///)
82500 GO TO 9021
82600 9016 WRITE(IO,9020)(TITLE(N),N=I,2),ZVAL(J),ZSCLD(J)
82700 9020 FORHAT(1HI,/,1X,'FUN3 CURVE ',2A6,13X,'Z = ',G13.6,13X, VSCALED Z = ',16///)
82800 C
82900 C X AND Y TABLES
83000 C
83100 9021 WRITE(10,9025)
83200 9025 FORHAT(8X,'X',8X,'SCALED X',BX,'Y',BX,'SCALED Y'//)
83300 C







86100 C DONE WITH Z TABLE; NON FOR Z DATASET.
86200 C
86300 C Z VECTOR
86400 C
86500 WRITE(20,go50)(TITLE(N),H=I,2)
84600 9050 FORHAT(IHI,'; DATA FOR FUN3 CURVE ',2A6)
86700 GO TO 8100
86800 C
INTELSCL,07/29/80 08:30:66 PAGE 018














NRITDATA,07/29/80 08:29:64 PAGE 002
100 SUBROUTINE WRTDTA(FUNARY,XPTS,DNAME,FHTN,ZPTS)
200 C
300 C THIS SUBROUTINE WRITES DATA VECTORS FOR DATA PROCESSED IN ROUTINE INTSCL.
600 C
500 C CALLING SEQUENCE:
600 C
700 C FUNARY -- THO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY FOR X AND Y VECTORS IN NEFG,FUN1,FUNIA,FUN2, AND FUN3
800 C XPTS -- NUMBER OF X POINTS IN VECTOR
900 C DNAME -- VARIABLE NAME TO BE PLACED TO START OF DATA
1000 C FNTN -- INDICATES FUNCTION TABLE IS FOR
1100 C 0 = NEFG,FUN1,FUNIA
1200 C 1 = FUN2,FUN3














2600 IF (LNS_5.NE.XPTS) LNS=LNS+I
2700 IF (XPTS.LT.5) GO TO i030
2800 C
2900 C WRITE FIRST LINE
3000 C
3100 IF (J.NE.1) GO TO 1006
3200 WRITE(20,IOO5)(DNAME(N),N=I,Z),(FUNARY(J,I), I=1,5)
3300 1005 FORMAT(IH ,2A4,'DW',6X,6(I6,'o'),I6)









4300 C WRITE SUBSEQUENT LINES
4600 C
4500 DO 1025 I:2,LNS
4600 ll=II-5
4700 IF (II.LT.5) GO TO 1015
4800 WRITE(20,IOIO)(FUNARY(J,K),K=KK,KKK )
6900 1010 FORMAT(IH ,SX,'DN',6X,4(I6,','),I6)
5000 KK=KK+5
5100 KKK=KKK+5
5200 GO TO 1025
WRITDAT_,07/29/80 08:29:44 PAGE 003
5300 C




5800 IF (II.EQ.4) WRITE(20,IO45)(FUNARY(J,K),K=KK,KKK)
5900 IF (II.EQ.3)-WRITE(20,1046)(EUNARY(J,K),K=KK,KKK)
6000 IF (II.EQ.2) WRITE(20,IO47)(FUNARY(J,K),K=KK,KKK)




6500 GO TO 2000
6600 C
6700 C IF VECTOR HAS < 5 TOTAL POINTS
6800 C
6900 1030 CONTINUE
7000 IF (J.NE.I) GO TO 1040
7].00 C
7200 IF (XPTS.EQ.4) WRITE(20,IO35)(DNAME(N),N:I,2),(FUNARY(J,I),I=I,4)
7300 1035 FORMAT(IH ,2A4,'DW',6X,3(I6,',')oI6)
7400 IF (XPTS.EQ.3) WRITE(20,IO36)(DNAME(N),N=I,2),(FUNARY(J,I),I=I,3)
7500 1036 FORMAT(IH ,2A4,'DW',6X,2(I6,','),I6)
7600 IF (XPTS.EQ.2) WRITE(20,1037)(DNAME(N),N=1,2),(FUNARY(J,I),I=1,2)
7700 1037 FORMAT(1H ,2A_,'DW',6X,I6,',',I6)
7800 IF (XPTS.EQ.I) WRITE(20,lO38)(DNAME(H),N=l,2),FUNARY(J,1)
7900 1058 FORMAT(IH ,2A4,'DW',6X,I6)
8000 C




8500 IF (XPTS.EQ.4) WRITE(20,IO45)(FUNARY(J,I],I=l,_)
8600 I045 FORMAT(IH ,SX,'DW',6X,3(I6,','),I6)
8700 IF (XPTS.EQ.3) WRITE(20,IO46)(FUNARY(J,I),I=I,3)
8800 I046 FORMAT(IH ,SX,'DW',6X,2(I6,','),I6)
8900 IF (XPTS.EQ.2) WRITE(20,IO47)(FUNARY(J,I),I=I,2)
9000 1047 FORMAT(IN ,SX,'DW',6X,I6,',',I6)
9100 IF (XPTS.EQ.1) WRITE(20,IO48)FUNARY(J,1)































-32768 x1 x2 x3 x4 32767
Yl Yl Y2 Y3 Y4 Y4
Figure6. - ExampleofF_I data
storageformat.
xvalue -32768 xI x2 x3 x4 32768
yvalue Yl Yt Y2 Y3 Y4 Y4
y valueprime YI' YI' Y2' Y3' Y4' Y4_
Figure7. - ExampleofFU_IandFUNZAdatastorage
format.
x value-32768 x! x2 x3 x4 32768
mvalue m1 m2 m3 m4 m5
bvalue blblL b2bzL b3b3L b4b4L bsbsL
Figure_ -Examp_ofNEFGdatastorageformaL
zvalues -32768 z1 z2 z3 32767
xvalues -32768 x1 x2 x3 x4 32767
y values Yll Yll Yl2 YI3 Y14 Y14
Yll Yll Y12 Yl3 YI4 Y14
Y21 Y21 Y22 YZ3 Y24 Y24
Y31 Y3_ Y32 Y33 Y34 Y34
Y31 Y31 Y32 Y33 Y34 Y34
Figure9. - ExampleofFUN2datastorageformat,
eqoteyi= form.where i correspondsto z
valuea_Jdj correspondsto x value.
z value z1 z2 z3 z4
x value -32768 Xll xl2 x13 32767
-32768 x2l x22 x23 32767
-32768 x31 x32 x33 32767
-32768 x4x x42 x43 32767
y value ' Yx1 YlX Y]2 YI3 Y]3
Y21 Y21 Y22 Y23 Y23
Y31 Y31 Y32 Y33 Y33
Y4I Y4X Y42 Y43 YeA
Figure113.- Exampleof FUN3datastoragefor-
mat _otethat x and yi form,where• i





















9ram. Mote Yii form,where
i correspondstb x valueand














i correspondstb x valueand
j correspondsto z value.)
Subroutine
_ INTF.LSCL





Icheckmaximums computeshifts,andcheck checkmaximums I
landminimums maximumsandminimums andminimums J
l l l
IoutputdocumentingIOutputdocumentingI OutputdocumentingI|datanddLagnostics] dataanddiagnostics_
' tr ' lI I
I {Outputappropriate|datainassembly I WRITDATA
I |languagecompatible I subroutine
I [format II IL
Figure15.- Fortranprogramfunctionalf owcharL
FUN! ¢UNV[ DPZS_H
X SCALE F_,_TOR: ll.gZlO € 52768.0 I 4H.e|I )
Y SCALE FACTOm: ZI_|OQ, ( 3_?ll.| SE.16EOOI )
X SCALED X Y SCALED Y
-AOO.O00 -52768 E.?AOOOOE-01 1_565
7_.6000 6a2_ I.?AO000[°O) 1§565
Z_.O00 9?_E l,lO_O00 2Z118]23.800 lll_Z 1,10_350 22_95
ZAA.RO0 IIRAG E,115600 Z3675)$2.000 12_$2 1.115_40 2_A)
280._00 IA77E E.IXS2_O ZS_Ot
2_).000 166_0 0.115010 23_54
2B_.aO0 ZA?IZ O,XZSCO0 2_SS2
218.000 1785_ 0.111450 22825
22_.70D ZE]Z_ 1.120_00 Z25_
(a)Ft._1.
N[FG _URV[ NIP2CV
X SDAL( FAClO_: BOO.900 ( 32090.0 • AD.900O )
• Y SCALE FA¢1OR: 2.1845) ( 327_8.0 • ]SB90.O )
SCALE FACTOR: $_.A?8_ M SH]F? FACTOR: B
D SCALE FACTOI: 2.18_S3 J SH]FT FACIUR: D
X SCALEDX Y SCALED•
oAg._600 -3276E O.000000 O
25.0_00 _2:C00 |,t00000
30,6000 _0O0 _2.$00 10S_
30.0000 000 3106.00 2000
4O,f_6? :767 1_S_.00 ZS30
SCALED _ 6 SCALED6 (_SS) S¢&LED 6 (LEE)
0.000000 0 E.f_00_ E
R1,5_0 SA_S -2412.50 -52?0 -120_2
ISS,100 _20Ef "_S_0.S0 *??RE *5?€'S
I.i00_00 0 1156,00 202_ 401_6
Figure16.- Examplesofscalingprogramoutputfor FUN]andNEFGcurves.
FUNZ CURVEPTASCH
X S_ALE EADT0_: iI.RZH ( SZ?61.S • _0S.ili |
• SCALE F_¢?0_: _20.001 ( 32_0.S • 10S.01| )
Z SCALE FACT0_: |_O.00| ( 3Z0II*E • A0.iE_E )
Z • -A$_6_Q SCALEDZ = -_27_8
X SCALER X • SCALEDY
°_0E.06D -]2_68 1._6006 _T&
111.000 _0_0 1.6_000 5?6|A$.60_ _17 ].90000 A0|
(a)F_Z
*_.._ NSRNZNQ:THE Y VALUE 64262 FORCURVEH7 HAS SE_N SET TO )Z?iT.mmmim
=,**_ _£H_: T_E Y WLUE 5]a0_ F_ CURVE_? _AS BE[_ SET ?O $2767," I"_"
°_._ _ARNZ_: T_E • VALUE 471_3 F01 CURVEH? MAS SEEN SET _0 _2767. vial=
,,_ _V[N_: ?_E _ V_LU_ _2)a6 F0_ CURVE_ XAS EEE_ SOT TO _2_7.mv_.,,v_l _AR_: TME _L E _)167 EO_ ¢ _V_ H7 H |EEN E ?0 _27A?.._1
FU_ CURVEH1
X SCALE RADTD_: 2.13333 ( _20QO.e / IS00_.0 )
• S_ALE PAC_DE: ?2?.27) ( _2000.1 • _4.1001 )
Z SCALE_Ct0_: S2,0000 ( _20_0.Q • |00Q.00 )
Z _ -100.0a0 SCALEDZ • -)2_
X _CALED X • SCALED•
-15)60,0 *32?68 -_._0R ~2_R!
?0|k.00 14_? -40.0000 ~Z90_1
EA_?.00 160Z6 -Z.OOOQO -|_S
I_SR.5 32767 60.]096 _2_67
(b)FUN3.
Figure11.- ExampleofscalingprogramoutputforFUN2andFUN3curves.
ztv;_Ac¢°ArA vo_ FU.ZcuRv[ _Acc*vO_ -32718, -269+ 806, 2517o 4331
D¼ 6t33, 11831, 17741o 32767
XWACCRV DW -32718, 42_7, 5973° 7680, 11053
D_ 16291. 17707, 32717
Y_JCCRV D_ q773, 477J, 10784. 1|8Q9° _6769
D_ 18_21° 11119° 19110
DW 0770, 4773o 1078_, 1380_* 18769
DW 18308° 14189, 1014_
_ 8_13, 861_, ]07a9, 1_10t, 1_05_
D_ 17803. 19041, 110_8
_ 7711, 7741. 1_780. _Z435* 1_778
C_ 11041, 1884Z, 108_Z
:W 77,1. 7741. 10700. 1100% 13856
15319. 10104o 18104
_ 77_1. 7741, 1_;8% 11421, 12747
_ 13918. 14957, 119_7
DW 77_1, 774_, 10784, 10789, 10784
:W 11_28. 14868, 11868
_ 7741, 7741, 10789. 1010_* 1080_
_ 10600. 11510* 11510
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